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· The purpose of this thesis is to provide a study of the 
linear model. The whole wqrk has been split :into 6 chapters. 
In Chapter 1 we define and examine the two linear models, 
i.e. the regression and the correlation model. More specif i-
cally we show that the regression model is the conditional 
version of the correlation model. 
In Chapter 2 we deal with the problem of multicollinearity. 
We investigate the sources of near singularities, we give some· 
methods of detecting the multicollinearity, and we state briefly 
methods for overcoming this problem. 
In Chapter 3 we consider the least squares method with 
restrictions, and we dispose of some tests for testing the 
linear restrictions. The theory concerning the sign of least 
squares estimates is discussed, then we deal with_ the method 
for augmenting existing data. 
Chapter 4 is mainly devoted to ridge regression. We 
state methods for selecting the best estimate for k. Some 
extentions are given dealing with the shrinkage estimators and 
the linear transforms of the least squares. 
(ii) 
· ·rn· Chapter 5 we deal with the principal components~ and 
we give methods for selec~ing the best subset of principal 
components. Much attention was given to a method called 
fractional rank and latent root regression analysis. 
. . 
rn· Cha te·r 6 . . p . comparisons were performed between estimators 
previously mentioned. Finally the conclusions are stated. 
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C H A P T E R 1 
' 
THE REGRESSION AND CORRELATION MODELS 
1.1 Introduction 
When analysing data by what is conveniently termed "reg-
ression analysis", we must very often make an implicit choice. 
We must decide at least for ourselves whether to view the in-
dependent variables as constants or as realizations-of random 
variables. However, we are aware that our decision matters 
little because the analysis is essentially equivalent. This 
chapter deals mainly with the relationship between these two 
models a~d the important differences are highlighted. 
Several authors have already considered this equivalence 
eg. Bartlett (1933), Rao (1952), Press (1972), Dempster (1969), 
and more recently excellent discussions are available by 
Sampson (1974) and Troskie (1976). 
We restrict our attention to the cases where the random-
ness of the model has a multivariate normal distribution. ,,. 
When we deal with constant independent variables we refer to -··· 
the moqel as the regression model or Model A. When we.view 
the independent variables as realizations of random variables, 
we refer to the model as the correlation model or Model B. 
2. 
1.2 The Regression Model (Model A) 
Consider the--density function f (y,xl I.• •• ,xp' ao,B1 I ••• ,Sp} 
of a random variable y which depend.s on p known quantities 
and (p+l) unknown parameters 
we call the regression coefficients. 
We assume that 
(l.2.1) E(y) = 8
0 
+ B1x 1 + ••• + Spxp' 
V(y) = 0'2 
and a2 does not depend on the x's or B's. 
Consider a random selection of y, say (y 1 , ••• ,yn) 
from pre-selected x's, say (xij); i = l, ••• ,n, 
j=l, ••• ,p. Here the x's are fixed or non-random vari-
ables. Although the set of x's may vary from sample to 
sample, we do not expect that this variation will have any 
effect on the distribution of y. Strictly speaking the 
matrix (xij); i = l, ••• ,n, j = l, ••• ,p should b~ considered 
fixed even in repeated samples. 
It is customary to write the model (1.2.l) in the follow-
ing form 
(l.2.2) y = xa + e 
where Y' = (y 1 , ••• , y n) , X = (xij) ; i = _ 1, ••• , n, 
j = 0,1, ••• ,p where xio = 1, i = l, ••• ,n; 8' = (8 0 ,8 1 ,~ •• ,sp> 
and e'=Ce 1 , ••• ,en>· Furthermore 
3. 
(1.2.3) E(e) = o, E(ee') = a 2 I 
For testing purposes we make the additional assumption:, 
that e is distributed as multivariate normal, 
e ~ N(O,a 2 I) or, in fact Y ~ N(X$,a 2 I). 
The above is generally considered .as the general linear 
~odel, and detailed discussions can be found in many text-
books, notably that of Graybill (1967). 
Two important versions of the above model wi,11 play an 
important role in what follows. The first one is the central 
model, which we will call Model Ac. Let the ith equation of 
(l.2.2) be denoted by 
y . = e +x . 8 1 + ••• + x . e +e .• 
1 0 11 1p p 1 
Let y = 1 ~n y n '-i=l i and 
- 1 ~n 
X. = - L· 1 Xi ., J n 1= .J 
Then the above equation can be written as 
.(l.2.4) 
• i = l, ... ,n 
where 
For convenience sake we will also write this model as 
y = xa + e 
but refer to it as Model Ac (i.e. the centered model). 
X is a (nxp) matrix while 8 is a (pxl) vector. 
Here 
Assum-
ing this model, it is equivalent to assume that the Model A, 
4. 
given by (1.2.2), passes through the origin that is ao. = o. 
·The second 
Model As. Let 
takes the form 
version is the standardi~ed model 
X .. -X. Y.-Y 
X* = 1 J J Y* - --i--- where 
ij s~. , i - s~ 
JJ . yy 
(1.2.5) Y* = X*S* + e, 
where 
named 
Here X*'X* is a "correlation matrix" between the inde-
pendent variables (x 1 , ••• ,xp) and X*'Y* is a vector whose 
elements are the "correlation coefficients" between Y and 
(x 1 , ••• ,xp). Obviously the word "correlation" is ambiguous 
since (x 1 , ••• ,xp) are not random variables, but it will be 
used for convenience sake. The Si! 
J 
are of ten called the 
Beta coefficients. 
If $* and a are estimated by the Ordinary Least Sqaures 
Method (O.L.S.) then the relationships between them will be 
" " s~ 
c1.2.6> a. = a~ -ty , j = 1, ••• ,p 




1.3 The Correlation Model or Model B. 
In Model B or the correlation {or random) model we assume 
that the vector z' = {Y,X 1 , ••• ,X) has a multivariate normal ... p. 
distribution with mean µ and covariance matrix t, i.e. 
Z "' N(µ,t). (Y is scalar random variable to avoid confusion ... 
with the vector of observations Y.) 
Let 
(l.3.1) 
t = [:yy 
xy 
Now the conditional distribution of ~ given 
Xi = x1, ••• ,XP = xp is also normal with mean 
{l.3.2) E(Y/x) = Bo + 61X1 + . . . + Bpxp ... 
= Bo + 
. ( 2) I 
ax x 
= µy + a <2 ) ' (x-µ ) x 
where 
{l.3.3) ( 2) I Bo = µ . - B µ 
y " x 
and variance 
(l.3.4) V(Y/x) 
We let S be defined as 
(l .. 3.5) a = [s ] a~2> 
The important difference between Model A and Model B is 
6. 
that in Model B we are working with the conditional distribu-
tion of Y given (X 1 = xi, ••• ,X = xp). In repeated samples ... p 
not only is the variability of Y of.interest, but also the 
In a practical situation it is 
impossible to deal only with the conditional distribution since 
one cannot sample from the conditional distribution. For ex-
ample one makes observations from the multivariate normal 
N(µ,r) and not from the conditional distribution of Y/x which ... 
The following example by Sampson (1974) further illustrates 
this point. 
"Often, for experiments that result in a set of data 
vectors, a linear relationship is sought among the vari-
ables which can be used for inference and prediction. 
For example, we may wish to study the relationship be-
tween a student's college grade point average (GPA) and 
his high school GPA and "college board" scores. Typi-
cally the high school GPA and "college board" scores are 
considered to be independent variables; then the college 
GPA is called the dependent variable. 
The regression analysis treatment of such data requires 
viewing the independent variables as fixed and the de-
pendent variable as being random (or as being the real-
ization of a random variable once the data is collected) • 
On the other hand, the multivariate analysis of regress-
ion treatment views the triplet {college GPA, high school 
7. 
GPA, "college board" scores) as a trivariate random var-
iable (or, again, as a realization thereof once the data 
is collected) • 
In this example, to treat the independent variables as 
fixed and the dependent variables as random appears deba-
table. There seems to be no reason to impose a qualita-
tive difference between college GPA and high school GPA -
they are both the same kind of variable. While this lack 
of qualitative difference apparently dictates use of 
multivariate analysis of regression, data of this sort is 
often approached using regression analysis (e.g. Draper 
and Srni th ) • In fact, it is common to see either type 
of analysis used to analyze such data. 
To this end, a restriction is imposed on the independent 
variables. We do not want the independent variables· to 
be predete:r::mined, i.e., we cannot beforehand choose the 
values at which to observe the depende~t variables. If 
this could be done, it would make no sense to view the in-
dependent variables as the realizations of a (non-trivial) 
random variable." 
For Model B the regression coefficients Si' i = l, ••• ,p 
are the components of while The 
linear function 
-1 
ryxrxxx is the best linear predictor in the 
sense of minimum variance and the correlation between Y · and -
-1 
ryxI:xxx is the multiple correlation coefficient (see Anderson 
1958, p.32). 
8. 
When we speak of "regression coefficients 11 we mean 13 for 
Model A and for Model B. Model A is considered the 
conditional version of Model B. 
If in Model A we assume that the regression plane passes 
through the origin, i.e. 13 0 = O, or if we assume the centered 
Model Ac' then the matrix X is the matrix of deviates of the 
xij observations from their means and no column of X can be 
all ones. 
In Model B this assumption is equivalent to assuming that 
E (Z). 
= [~:] 
1.4 Estimation of the regression coefficients and of ~ 2 
In this section it is shown that the maximum likelihood · 
(ML) estimates obtained under both models are the same while 
the ML estimators necessarily differ, being defined on differ-
ent sample spaces. Here we make the usual distinction be-
tween estimate and estimator. Simply, an estimator is a 
function of random variables; an estimate is that number ob-
tained by evaluating the corresponding estimator at the real-
izations of the random variable. 
Under Model A let Y' = (Y1 1 ••• ,Yn) be a random sample of 
Y and let X = {xij}, i = 1, ... ,n, j = O, ••• ,p be the matrix 
of indepen4ePtobservations where xio = 1, i.e. the first 
9. 
column of X consist of one's). Then the ML estimators of B 
and a2 are 
" -1 (l.4.1) BA= (X'X) X'Y, and 
(1.4.2) a2 = 1 CY'Y-S'X'XS > A n A A 
Under Model B assume that (Z1, ••• ,Zn) is a random sample 
/ 
of z ~ N(µ,t). For comparison with Model A we write the 
sample as 
(1.4.3) = (Y ,X) 
Then if A = ~n (Z -Z) (Z -Z) ' /. a= i a a then from Anderson (1958) if 
follows immediately that the ML estimators of 6 and cr 2 under 




(1.4.6) ~yx] xx 
· With l = -n 
Notice that the estimators "2 BA and 
"2 
a A are ·functions of 
only one random variable, namely Y, while "2 BB and "2 aB are 
functions of random variables (Y ,X) I i.e. Y, x, and A. 
10. 
Theorem 1.4.1 
Based on the realizations of samples under Model.A and 
Model B the ML estimates of 82 and a2 are the same. 
Proof 
Partition X as X = (i,X 1 ) where i•= (l, •• ~ 1 1) and 
x l = { x .Q,j } I ,Q, = l , ... I n j = l , •.. Ip I i . e • x is an nxp 
matrix. 
Let ., = {I r· .. - -- - iiYn) • 
Applying the partitioned inverse rule 
-1 -:a. 
... E FD ) ,=· D -
- -1 
D 
with '.E = n, F - ''X G =l. 1; cC 
- .... 1 -
0 - XlX1-x;1n i 1X1 
~ X!(I-ii 1/n)X1 
== X!M X1 
to (X 1 x)"" 1 we obtain 





-1 -1 .... -1 -1 -1 -1 (X'X) =(n (I+i'Xl(A1MX1) X~in >,.-n i'X1(X~MX1) \ 
-QCiMX)- 1 X~in- 1 , CXiMX 1)-
1 . J 
aA = (X 'X)-
1
X'Y .,. (X'X)-




(I+iX1CXlM X1)- 1 xr1n- 1 )i'Y-n- 1 i'X1(X{MX1)- 1 X~Y) 
-(X'MX )- 1X'in- 1 i'Y + (X'MX )- 1X'Y l l 1 l l l 
S OA = n -i( i 'Y- i'X 1 B ~2 » 
= !(1j=1Yj - (l.j=1xj1'···,rj=1xjp)ai2 >) 
"(2)'-= Y - BA X 
MX1 = (I-iiYn)X1 
= X1-i(X1 1 ••• ,Xp) 
= (u-X1, ;.,~: .... , 
Xn1-X11••••••••1 
MY = 
also M 'M = M. Thus 
= E(X1a-Xl)2, ••• ,t(Xla-Xl) (Xpa-xp>l 





XiM1Y = XiMiM1Y = Axy 
... ( 2) -1 '"'(2) 
eA = AxxAxy = aB 
... ... 
SoA = BoB· 




= (Y-XSA)' (Y-XSA) 
" "(2) 
= Y'Y - <BoA'BA. t:/ 
l 
= Y'Y- SOAiY - si2> 'x~Y 
,.. -1 
= y•y - BoAl:Yi - AyxAxxx;Y 
_ ~ - A - -1 = Y'Y - EYi(Y-S1X1-···-SpXp) - AyxAxxx;y 
= (Y'Y-nY 2 ) - A A- 1(X'Y-tY X'·).· ". yx xx i i 
- 2 -1 = E(Yi-Y) - AyxAxxAxy 
,.. 2.. = naB 
1.5 Distribution Theory 
12. 
In the following theorem the standard distribution theory 
results are summarized for Model A. 
Theorem 1. 5 .1 
If Y = xa+e with e "'N(O,a 2 I) then 
Ci) " co· 2(''")" .. 1). 6A'VNp,C1 .1CX- .
<~-p-.1> s~ 
{ii) 
is distributed as 2 Xn-p-1 
..... 2 2 
(iii) BA and SA are independent. 
13. 
The proof of the above theorem can be found in Graybill 
( 1961) ·~· 113. 
~n the multivariate analysis case, i.e. Model B, the distri-
bution theory results from the next slightly more general 
theorem. 
Theorem 1. 5. 2 
Suppose r and A are partitioned into q and p-q rows 
and columns 
(1.5.1) I:= [r11 
. I:21 A= [::: 
A12] 
A2 2. 
Let If A "' W(I:,p,n) then the follow-
ing results hold. 
(i) A11•2 -1 = Ai i -A12A22.A2 1 "'W(E11.~,n-(p-q) 
(ii) A22 "' w C ·r 2 2 , p-q, n > 
(iii) -1 for given A2 2A2 1 A2 2. = a22 is distributed 
14. 
product of matrices A and B. 
(iv) A11.2 is independent of 
Proof { (i) and {iv) 
From the partitioned inverse rule 
-1 -1 l -E1 .2E12E22




r ii. 2 
. l 
l-sri'"1·2 
-1 l i:11•2S' 
-1 -1 r 2 2 +s r i i • 2 s ' 
where 
-l 
r i i • 2 = E11-E12E22Z21 
-l 
r 2 2 • i = i:22-r21i:11E12 
f3 = -1 Z22L21 . 




Using the formula A11.2+A12A2 2A2 i = A1 i 
we have 
-1 




if we set B = A22A21 then 
(1.5.2) 
The density of A is 
The distribution of A is the same as the distribution of 
A11, A21, and A22 and by (l.5.2} it can be written as 










0 ex~{(-~}tr(B-8) 1 Ei~·2lB-8)A22} 
16. 
If we transform from A11 to A11.2 and A21 to B, so 
the Jacobians are J(A11~A11.2) = 1 and J(A21~B) = IA22I (p-q) 
respectively. 




exp{ (-~)tr(B-8) '2:1 l ·2 (B-f3)A22}dA22dA1 i .2dB 
• IA22 r<p-q> 72 1 r1 l ·2' <qJ2 > c21T) [q(p-q>/2 ] 
Observe that the joint density of A11.2, A22 and B splits 
into parts, one containing only A11.2 and the other contain-
ing A22 and B. This, therefore, shows that 
A11.2 ~ W(E11.2,q,n-p-q) independently of A22 and B. 
(ii) A is distributed as l.n-1 Z Z I o.=1 a a where the are 
independent each with the distribution N(O,I:). 
z into subvectors of q and p-q components a 
Partition 
Then are independent each with the distribution 
and A ~ tn-1 z ( 2) Z ( 2) ' 22 '·o.=1 a a which has the distribution 
w < r 2 2 , p-q , n > • 
17. 
(iii) The joint distribution of A2 2 and B is as alrep.dy· 
found in (1.5.4). 
-1 
exp{.(-.~) .tr (B.-B.) '.I: 2.1.2(B.-f3)A2.2ldA2.2.dB 
(1.5.5) 
But from (ii) A22 "'W(I: 2 2,p-q,n), and so the conditional dist-
ribution of B, when A22 is fixed, is 
(1.5.6) 
We will show that the distribution in (1.5.6) is normal •. 
Let A22 ' = MM' where M is a lower triangular matrix. 
Transform now from B to the U by the relation 
(l.5.7) U = BM -1 or B = UM • 
The Jacobian of this transformation is 
The distribution of U is therefore 
(l.5.8) 
(U-BM) (U-BM) '}dU • 
Every column of U has a (p-q) variate normal distribu-
tion, with mean given by the corresponding column of (3M, and 
variance covariance matrix I:11.2: all the q columns of u 
are independently distributed. This is the conditional 
distribution of U when A22 is fixed. 
When A22 = a22 i.e. fixed, we have 
therefore 
and 
ECUIM) = BM; var(UjM) ~tt11.2*I). 
varCB!A22. = a22) = var(UM- 1 IM> 
. •-1 -1 
= I:22•1*M IM 






The elements of are linear function of the elements 
of U, which have a multivariate normal distribution, so B 
is distributed normally. 
This very appealing and useful theorem was first obtained 
by Bartlett (1933), who credits Wishart as the stimulus for 
this work. Much later proofs were given by Dempster, Stein 
and Sylvan (1969). This proof was also used implicitly in 
Anderson's (1958) derivation of the form of the Wishart distri-
bution. 
We now show that the joint distribution of the M.L. esti-
mators of the parameters under Model A is just the conditional 
distribution of the M.L. estimators under Model B given that 
19. 
Theorem 1.5.3 
The joint distribution of the M.L. estimators of the para-
meters under Model A, i.e. is just the conditional 
distribution of the M.L. estimators of Model B given Axx = axx' 
= F, ( 0 (2) S 2 IA a ) B PB I B xx - xx • 
Proof 
It follows from the distributions of Model A and Model B 
"(2) 2 - "(2) 21 that FA(8A ,SA) - FB(8B ,SB X). But from Theorem 1.5.1 we 
have that depends on the fixed 
x only through x•x, i.e. Axx· Thus 
Corollary 1.5.4 
Given Theorem 1.5.1 the following results can be shown to 
hold. 
-1 
(i) ayy-AyxAxxAxy ~ W(Eyy.x'n-((p+l)-1)) 
-1 I . -1 -1 
(ii) (AxxAyx Axx = axx> ~ N(Exxryx'Eyy.xaxx> 
(iii) A A-
1A ayy- yx xx xy is independent of 
(iv) Axx ~ W(Exx'n) 
:· 
Hint: The proof follows straight forward from Theorem 1.5.2 
for q = l and (p+l) independent variables. 
We need the following lemma: 
Lem.ma· 1 . 'S • 5 
If Y and T are random variables then 
(i) E(Y). = E(ECYIT)) 
T 
(ii) var(Y) = E(varCYIT)) + var(ECYIT)). 
T T 
Proof 
(i) We set E(Yl'I'>. = g(t) then 









Y fYlt(y!t)fT(t)dt dy 
= J:CX) y J:
00
fY,T(y,t)dt.dy 
= J:~y fy(y)dy 
= E (Y) 
(ii) For the unconditional variable Y with E(Y) = µ 
we have 
E(Y-µ) 2 = var(Y) = E(Y2 ) - (E(Y)) 2 
so varCYIT = t) = E(Y2 IT = t) - CECYIT = t)) 2 • 
Taking expectation with respect to the T variable we have 
or 
E(var(YjT = t)) = E(E(Y2 jT = t)) - E(ECYIT = t)) 2 
T T T 
= var(Y) - var(ECYIT = t}) 
T 




Theorem 1. 5 . 6 
Consider the Model B then 
(l.') (~(2) IA ) "· N(0(2) 't' -1, µB xx = axx ·v µB '~yy.xaxx 
(iv) The joint unconditional density of SB= caOB'S~ 2 ))' 
is given by (1.5.14). 
Proof 
(i) We know that the M.L. estimator for 13~2 ) is given 
by 
"(2) -1 SB AxxAyx then we use the result {ii) of Corollary 
1.5.4. 
(ii) Using the first result of 
E ( $ ( 2 » = E {E ( 8 ( 2 ) I A = 






Lemma 1 • 5 • 5 we have 
(iii) Using the second result of Lemma 1.5.5 and the fact 
that if Axx l\i W(I:xx,n> then 
-1 -1 -1 
E (A ) = (n-p-1) I: xx xx 
and the result follows. 
22. 
(iv) Before we give the joint density we need the follow-
ing results. 
(A) If Cv1,v2, ••• ,vp) = v -~ < v < ~ then 
Jexp{-~[(x-v) 'M- 1 (x-v) + v'H- 1v]}dv = 
= (2ir) p/2 IMH I~ I H+M ,-~exp{-~x 1 (H+M) - 1x}. 
(B) Jexp{-~tr(I:- 1 A)}dA = 
= (2ir) (pn)/21II (n/2>2Pcrr~=lccn-p+i)l_1 
where 2
1Tn/2 




of unit radius in n-dimensional space. 
z = ( ! I x 1 I • • • I xp) I 
z = (YI X1 ' ••• I Xp) I 
-1 [aYY I:yx1 = 
I:xy I:xx J 
y = 1 ~n y 
n l·i=l i 
"'N(1-1,I:) 
= (Y ,X) I 
x . = 1 I1:1 i x. . J n i= J.,J j=l,2, ••• ,p. 
The joint density of the sample dispersion matrix A and the 
sample mean vector z is given by 
(l.5.10) g(A,Z) = c 1 exp{-~trI:-
1 [A+nCZ-µ) (Z-µ)']}jAl~Cn-p-l- 2 ) 
because A and z are independently distributed. The con-
stant is given by 
( 1. 5 .11) c 
1 
= n ~ (p+l) (2ir) - (p+l) n/2 1 I:, -~nrri~i c (n-p-2+i) 
2- (p+l) 
we set 
(1. 5 .12) 
,.. - "(2)'-
BoB = y - BB x and 
Then (1.5.10) becomes 
(1.5.13) 
- -1 --~(X-µ ) 't (X-µ } x xx x 
"(2.) -l 
BB = A A xx xy 
23. 
If we integrate with respect to X, A and Axx by using ';. yy .x 




Theorem 1 • 5 • 6 . 
The.marginal density of is given by 
where 
·TI1= 1rc~Cn+l-i))rC~Cn-p-i)) 
P+l -1 ·[TI. r {1·· Cn-i))] i=l 'l 
Proof 
A 
On integrating (1.5.14) with respect to Sos· 
An alternative proof follows immediately from the represent 
ation 1.5.8 by observing that 
(n-p+~)~ ca (2) -f3 (2)) I A -1 t µB B xx= axx ~ N(O,n-p+l axx> 
yy.x 
where Ax~ W(t x ), x x ,n and using the theorem 1.5.9. In other 
words, unconditionally we have (n-p+l)~c8< 2 >- 0 < 2 >) ~ T t µB PB n-p+l yy.x 
Note we suppose that E(Z) = O (see p.8). 
Definition 1.5.7 
A p-variate random vector X = (X 1 , ••• ,Xp)' is said to 
have a (nonsingular) multivariate t distribution with mean 
-1 
vector µ = (µi,···1llp)' and covariance matrix· n(n-2) t, 
n > 2, denoted ~Y Tn<ii,t,p), if it has the probability 
25. 
density function given by 
f -1 } f(x) = f(12{n+p})u 1 + (x-µ) ·~ (x-µ) -~(n+p) n > 2 
('ITn)~nr(~n) IEl~l 
It is noted that Tn(O,l,l) = tn is the Student's t-distribution 
with n degrees of freedom. 
It is convenient to represent a multivariate t-vector in 
the following form: 
Representation 1.5.8 
Then X may be written as 
where V~ is the symmetric square root of v, i.e. 
;., ~ -1 v 2v = v ~ wcr ,n+p-1) 
and Y ~ N(O,nI) 
I 
-1 
X V ~ N(µ,nV ) where 
independent of V. 
v ~ wcr- 1 ,n+p-l). 
random variable is then represented as 
This implies 
The Student's ·t 
I -1 X V ~ N(O,na'V a/a'Ea) for any a ~ o, where 
-1 v ~ wcr ,n+p-1). 
Theo.rem 1. 5 . 9 
X ~ Tn(µ,E,p) if and only if for any a~ O 




xjv rv N(µ,nV > 
if and only if 
(a'Ea)-~a• (X-µ) IV rv N(o,n(a:~~:a>) for any a F O 
if and only if 
since 
l. 6. 
(a'Ea)-~a' (X-µ) rv t 
n 
. -1 
a • Z a/ a 'V a rv X~ • 
Hypothesis testing 
The question remains as to how the test of hypotheses com-
pare under both models. It is shown that the rejection 
regions, and the test statistics evaluated at the data are the 
same for the two models. But the two tests are shown to 
differ in the power functions. 
level a. 
In what follows w~ test at 
Model A 
Regression ·coefficie·nts and hypo·thesi's· te·sting 
( l.• ) H 0 ( 
2 
) O agai· nst H 
1 
•• 0 A( 2 ) 4 0 o : PA = P r 





C - (X'X)- 1 




(ii) To test if the regression plane passes through the 
origin 
We reject if 
(l.6.2) 
"2 13 oA 
F = ---
(iii) To test if the entire vector of regression co~ff ici-
ents is zero 
We reject if 
A 
(1.6.3) 
13 X'Y A 
F =----
" (Y'Y-S'X'Y) A . 
n-p-1 > F (et) 
p+l p+l,n-p-1 
(iv) To test if a subvector of 
where 
SA = CSo ,81, ... ,ep>' = CS (q+l) ,8 (p-q))' is zero 




0 (p-q) - ( 0 0 ) I µA - µq+11•••1µp 
We reject if 









C11 is (q+l) x (q+l) matrix 
and 
C22 is (p-q) x {p-q) matrix. 
In all cases, when we reject, the central F-distribution 
becomes the non-central F-distribution. For example in 
case (i) if s< 2 > ~ o then the distribution F is non-central A 
with non-centrality parameter 
Coefficient of determination and hypothesis testing 
The test statistics can also be expressed in terms of mul-
tiple coefficient of determination which is defined by 
SiX'Y-(.EY1)
2 /n 
.EYj_- (.EYi) 2 /n 
(1.6.5) R2 = y .x 1 , ••• , xp 
The multiple coefficient of determination plays the role of the 
square of the multiple correlation coefficient in regression 
analysis. (In the present Model A, where the X's are con-,, 
sidered non-random, the term "correlation coefficient" cannot 
be used in the usual way. The coefficient in (l.6.5) measures 
the linear influence of the explanatory variables 
It is easy to show that (l.6.1) is equal to 
(L6.6) 
R2 
Y •Xo1•••1X F = . . p 
l-R2 y .x 0 , ••• ,xp 
• n-p-l "' F 
p p,n-p .... 1 
29. 
Similarly (l.6.4) can be expressed in terms of the multiple 
coefficient of determination. If R2 
Y·Xo1•••1Xp 
is the multi-
ple coefficient of determination between Y and (X 0 , ••• ,XP) 
and R2 is the multiple coefficient of determination 
Y·Xo1•••1Xq 
between Y and (X 0 , ••• ,Xa) where q < p. Then we have that 
{1.6.4) is equal to -
(l.6.7) F = 
R2 -R2 
y. x 0 I ••• I xp y. x 0 I ••• , xq • 
l_;R2 
y .x ~, ••• ,xp 
n-p-1 l\i F 
p-q p-q,n-p-1 
Confidence bands for the regression surface 
The problem of confidence banding the regression surf ace 
is to construct two functions f and f based on the sample 
data, which lies entirely above and below, respectively, the 
unknown true regression surface £ with probability 1-a. 
If the surface is of the form f(x1,x2, ••• ,x ) = . p 






percent confidence band is 
l.p A p A (a) % $ 0 + . 1a.x.€S 0 +f, 1a.x.+((p+l)F +l 1> 1= 1 1 Li= 1 i- p ,n-p-






(i) Testing the hypothesis 
H0 : $~
2 ) = I:;~1:xy = 0 against H1 : 6~ 2 ) '# O. 
we reject if 
( 1. 6 .10) F = • n-p-1 > F(a) p p,n-p-1 
The F in (1.6.10) conditionally and unconditionally is distri-
buted like central F with p and n-p-1 degrees of freedom. 
(ii) Rao (1949) h~s proposed the following unconditional 
test for testing the hypothesis 
Ho . SOB = 0 against Hl . Sos '# o • . . 
He proposes 
A2 . -1 -1 
(1.6.11) 
nl30B(aXX-A~XAXXAX~) 
u -(2) I -1-(2) 
l+NX Axxx 
where u has the beta density given by 
(1.6.12) · -1 -~ n-p g (u) = (B (~, (n-p-1) /2)) u I (l+u) · • 
(iii) It appears difficult to obtain a test statistic for 
f h b Q d Q(2). the simultaneous testing o ypotheses a out Po an P 
Multiple correlation and hypothesis testing 
·We define the multiple correlation coefficient as the max-
imum correlation between Y· and a linear combination of 
31. 
{x x) x< 2 > say a' cx<
2
>- 1 •x>. 11•••1 p = I"" This maximum correla-
tion is obtained by the regression function B +$ ( 2) ' (X ( 2) -µ ) OB B x . 
and the· coefficient itself is given by 
( 1. 6 .13) 
where E is positive definite. xx 
Testing for significant regression, i.e. 
equivalent to testing whether Y is independent of 
(X1 ,X2, ••• ,Xp) / i.e. p = O. y.x 1 , ••• 1 xp 
The appropriate test statistic is given by 
(1.6.14) F = 
= 
' -1 








y.x11X2, ••. ,x. 
p 
is 
which has the F p,n-p-1 distribution. R
2 is the 
Y oX ~I••• ,Xp 
sample estimate of the square of the multiple correlation 
coefficient. 
Partial multiple correlation and hypothesis testing 
Let { y Ix l I ••. Ix ) I = z "' N (µIr) • 
- p 
Suppose that Z is 
split into three sets of components 
32. 
where x<r> has r-components {r ~ 1) and x<s> 
has s-components (s > O) . 
Let µ and r be partitioned according to the partition-
ing of z so that 
(1.6.15) µ = µy1 and r = r ryxr ryxs yy 
µrj rxry I: I: xrxr xrxs 
µs I:x Y I: I:x x xsxr s s s 
The population partial multiple correlation coefficient is 
defined as 
(1.6.16) 2 . = Py. (r Is) 
where 
and 
It is supposed that we want to test the hypothesis 
H
0 
: S(r) = O against S(r) r O. 
This hypothesis is equivalent to testing whether the partial 
multiple correlation coefficient between Y and x<r> given 
x (s) = x (s) is zero. 




then the appropriate statistic · 
is 
(1.6.17) F = ·----
1-R~. (r Is) 
n-p-1 
----"' F r r,n-p-1 
a 
We note that 
(1.6.18) 
Rz - R2 
R~. (r Is) = _Y_·_x_1_.,_._._ • _,_x .... P __ . _Y_ .•_x_r_+_1_,_._ •_ .•_,_x_P 
l-R2 
y .xr+i, ... ,xp 
The above F statistic becomes 
R2 - R2 
(1 6 19 ) F = y.x 1 , ••• ,xp y.xr+1, ••• ,x5 1 . . - • n-p-
1-R 2 r 
Y .x 1 , ••• ,xp 
A com;par·ison· ·of· the· hyp·otheses test b'etwee·n Model· A and Model B 
(1) We observe that (l.6.1) is algebraicly equivalent to 
(1.6.10). 
Under the :null hypothesis, conditionally (i.e. given 
A =a ') the F in (1.6.10) follows the same distribution xx xx 
as the distribution of the F in (1.6.1). 
· Under· the alternative· hypothesis: 
(i) the F in (l.6.1) ·is distributed as noncentral 
Fp,n-p-l(o 1 ) with noncentrality parameter 
34. 
(ii) The density of 
(l.6.20) p F 1 I n-p-
where F as in (1.6.l) is given by 
(1.6.21) (r(~(n-p-l+p))/f (~)r(~(n-p-1))) 
-o 
u~p-l(l+u)-~(n-p-l+p)e 1 1 F 1 (~(n-p-l+p); ~p; 
o1 ; u(l+u)) 
where 1 F 1 is a hypergeometric function. 
We note that = , 00 rca+j) 1 F l ( a 'b ; c ; x) L j =o r ( a) 






-:-r J • 
(1.6.22) u = · P F where F is in (1.6.10) is given by 





is a hypergeometric function 
(b) 
s< 2 >'z s< 2 > 
B xx B 
cryy 
, and p is the population 
multiple correlation coefficient. We observe that the den-
sities of UA and UB are entirely different. 
(iv) .The F in (1.6.10) conditionally, is also distributed 




We observe that o1 = Oz. 
35. 
The powe·r function PA (f3 ,o 2 ) of the test (i) of Model A 




PB ( ((3 ,o 2 ) IAxx = axx> is the conditional power function 
of the test (i) of Model B. 
Tables of the percentage points of (1.6.20), (i.e. the 
noncentral F) are available, (see Graybill (1958)). 
Unfortunately tables of percentage points of (1.6.22) are 
not available. 
However, (1.6.22) is closely related to the distribution 
of the square of the multiple correlation coefficient 
and tables have been produced by Yoong-Sin lee, Bianetrika (1972), 
59, 1, p.175. 
(2) The formula (1.6.19) is algebraically equivalent to 
( L 6 • l) and (1. 6 • 7) . 
Line·ar constraints and hypothesis testinS!_ 
Model A 




Let H be a kxp matrix, r(H)=p such that the column 
space generated by H is a subspace of the column space genera-
ted by X'X where X is the realization of the random matrix. 























0 are independent 
noncentral 
is true then 
with 
Theorem 1 .. 6 . 2 
To test the hypothesis 
we reject if 





1 E · ~ t" against H1 • xx xy r .,. 
-1 
= a -A A A yy yx xx xy 
37. 
are the realizations of the 
Hint 
corresponding matrices. 
(iii) H is of full rank. 
U~ing the principle of conditionality and the result {d) 
of Theorem 1.6.1, if we derive the distribution of >.~->.~/>.~ 
under the H1 it is easy to find the power function of the 
test as described in Theorem 1.6.2. We note that 
>. ~ = min I !Y-xe II 2 • 
H (3 =~ B 
B 
and The power 
function of the test in Theorem 1.6.2 is given by 
PB(P,rxx'~yy.x> = prob{X >(k/n-p)F~~~-p} where (a) 
(b) the numerator and the denominator are 
independent and (c) 
prob (n=i) ;;;: r ( (n-p+k/2) +i) [ l+ 2 CE >f (n-p+k) ~-(·L
2 
o:xx> )i 
f(i+l)f (n-p+k/2) T xx l+-r 2 (Exx> 
i = 0,1,2, ••. and -r 2 (A) = (H s~ 2 >-~) 1(H A- 1 H')- 1 (H 13~ 2 >-~)/Eyy.x. 
for all A positive definite. 
CHAPTER 2 
THE PROBLEM OF MULTICOLLINEARITY 
2.l Introduction 
In order to apply the method of O.L.S. (Ordinary Least 
Squares) the independent variables should not be perfectly 
linearly related, i.e. the correlation coefficients between 
xi and xj' rij ~ l for i,j = 1,2, ••• ,p and i F j. 
There are two extreme cases. 
38. 
{i) The variables are such that r 1 j = 1, i,j = 1, •.. , 
p,i F j. In this case it is impossible to obtain 
A 
numerical values for the s1 , i = l, ••• ,p and the 
method of O.L~s. breaks down. 
{ii) The variables are such that rij = o, i,j - 1,2, •.• ,p, 
i F j, that is the variables are orthogonal and there 
is no problem in the estimation of the . Si' 
i = 1,2, ••• ,p. 
In practice neither of the above extreme cases is qften met. 
Before we examine the problem in detail some definitions are 
required. 
Consider Model.A where 
(2.1.l) Y = XS+e, E(e) = O, E{ee') = cr 2 I. 
We say there ~xist extreme multicollinearity when there exist 
39. 
at least one linear relationship among the columns of the X 
matrix; that is rank (X) = r(X) < p. 
When there is nearlv extreme multicollinearity we have for · 




~. 1a.X.' ~ 0 [,J= J J 
are the columns of x, and the 
2.2 The Sources of Multicollinearity 
(i) An over-defined Model 
are not all zero. 
This case occurs when there are more explanatory variables 
than observations. This problem arises frequently in medical 
research where a lot of observations are taken on each individual. 
(ii) Sampling Techniques 
This happens when the experimenter only samples from a sub-
space of the space of regressor variables. This subspace is 
approximately an hyperplane defined by one or more of the re-
lationships of the fonn (2.1.2). For example in an industrial 
situation when one wishes to predict prof its from knowledge of 
variables such as income and labour costs. If we analyze the 
data we find a strong positive relationship between income and 
labour costs; higher labour costs result in higher pric~~' 
which in turn results in increased income. This type of multi-
collinearity due to the sampling technique is not inherent in 
the model since the data could be collected during a period when 
prices are constant or decrea:;ing but the labour cost is.~creasing. 
'If.~ .. •w 
40. 
(iii) Physical constraints on the model or· ·1n: the population 
This source exists regardless of the sampling technique and 
is more or less similar to the previous one. Examples of this 
occur in chemical analyses where the sum of certain constitu-
tuents in a solution must be constant; although the values of 
individuals may vary. 
2.3 The effects of multicollinearity 
In what follows we make the assumption that X'X is the 
correlation matrix between the X's, (i.e. we assume model As, 
i.e. the standardized model). 
of ill-conditioned data on the 
We will now examine the effects 
"' "' and the cov(Bi,Bj). 
"' The variance of the ith element of B is given by 
"' ii Cx' x) ii varCB1> = a 2 (x'x) , where is the (i, i) element of 
-1 the matrix theory we know that: (X'X) • From 
(2.3.1) (x, x) ii = 
(X'X)ii 
(-1) 2.i 
I ex• x> ii I 
lx'xl = lx'xl 
where (X'X)ii is the cofactor of the (i,i) element·of (X'X). 
We distinguish between the following two cases: 
(1) The xi variable is orthogonal to the remaining mem-
be rs of x, then I (X'X) iii= lx•xl so (x'x)ii = 1 and 
"' var CB 1> = 0'2. • 
(2) The Xi variable is perfectly dependent on the re-
maining xj I j = l, 2 I ••• ,p, .i r :) variables~ then Ix I XI = o. 
While the numerator of (2.3.l) remains unaffected, the 
var ( 61) = oo • 
41 • 
. The above results can also be obtained by using the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 2.3.1 
The (i,j) element of (X'X)-
1 
is given by 
JI (l~R~. . ) I it i - j 
-~ 1.1,2, ••• ,1-l,i+l, ••• ,p 
i' 
(x 'x) ~ 
~-r~. l 2 i l · l · l · 1 I 1J• I l•••I - 11+ 1J- 1J+ 1•••1P 
(l-R~ 1 2 ' l i+l ' 1 '+l ) 1~ , , ••• ,1- , ,J- ,J , ••• ,p 
(l-R~ 1 2 i l i l ' l ' l. . ~ J~ I t•••I - I + 1)- 1)+ l•••tP 
lif 1 F j 
where r is the partial cor,re-ij .1,2, ••• ,i-1,i+l,j-l,j+l, ••• ,p 
lation coefficient between i and j keeping the others fixed 
and R. 1 2 . 1 1 1 . 1· . 1 . · is the ·C<:>_'?fficient of determi-... 1 •. i !.:••11- I+ 1]- 1J+1•••P 
nation of the ith variable on the remaining (p-2) variables. 
Proof 
We give the proof for the case i = j. From the partit-
ioned inverse rule (see Chapter 1) 
.let A = [A11 
, A2 1 
then 
Let the matrix X = (X*; : Xi) 
42. 
be, where · X. is the i th variable' 
l. 
and X* is (p-l) x(P-l) matrix. 
_Then x•x 
Then 
:: [X~ 'X:": 




(x'x)ii =- ---~A1-----A 
X'X -B'X*'X*B i i ( l-R~ l 2 . l '+l )X!X : J.e I l•••IJ.- 1l. l•••tP J. i 
l 
.... · ... ~ .. ---------------
(l-R2 . . ) i·l,2, ••• ,i-1,i+l, ••• ,p 
A 
where B is the estimates for the regression coefficients 
when we regress the Xi on the remaining variables and 
xrxi :: l because x is the standardized matrix. 
2.4 Linear combinations of regression variables 
4". 
In this subsection we will discuss the estimability of a 
linear combination of the parameters. 
We will also see that the estimated regression coefficients 
can be very poor estimates of the individual parame~ers. In 
the following: let us assume that P,.J. variables, p 1 ~ p, are 
involved in the multicollinearity. 
Proposition 2.4.1 
~he linear combination c'B is estimable if and only if 
43. 
c can be expressed as a linear combination of the columns (or 
rows) of X'X. 
Theorem 2.4.2 
The linear function c'B is estimable if and only if c 
is a linear combination of latent vectors of X'X correspond-
ing to non-zero latent roots of this matrix. 
Proof 
Let P be the orthogonal matrix whose ·rows are the·-
latent vectors of X'X and A is the diagonal matrix whose 
elements are the latent roots. 
We have X = (XP')PS = Za, then 
(2.4.1) Z'Z = (XP') 'XP' = PX'XP' 
>-1 ~ >-2 ••• > >. p .~. 
Suppose that the matrix X'X ·has a latent root O of multi-
plicity j. 
last j. 
Then the j-columns of XP' are zero say the 
It follows that the last j-components 0f a are annihi-
lated, we cannot estimate ~-j+l, •••I ap from our observations. 
On the other hand we can estimate or linear 
combinations of these. 
Now c' f3 = c'P'i? f3 = tPc)' Pf3 = (P.c)1 a. 
44. 
Hence. we can estimate c'B iff the last j-components of_ Pc are 
,_ ..... ---. --····~-
zero: If we set Pc= o then c = P'o. 
We must note that the poor precision in ·the estimation 
procedure does not imply that the estimated model is a poor 
predictor. 
{2.4.2) 
From (2.4.1) it follows that 
(x 'X)-
1 
- ~p _!_ v v' .-li=lA. ii 
J. 
where v~ is (pxl) latent vector corresponding to the l~tent root 
J. 
Ai. The smallest root AP identifies the latent vector des-
cribing the multicollinearity; so if A. = p 0 then 
X'Xv = p A.pvp =_O but X'Xv = p 0 if f Xvp = o. Consequently 
the multicollinearity is attributable to the fact that every 
row of X is orthogonal to v~. 
Since Ap = 0 implies that l/Ap is large and this is the 
reason for large diagonal and off-diagonal 
-1 
p rows or columns of (X'X) • The 
I3=lxijBj (where Wi is the ith row of 
(2.4 .• 3) 
-1 
= W. (X'X) X'Y 
l. 
A A 
Then the var(WiB> = Wi varCB>Wi 
2 -1 = WiO' (X'X) Wj_ 
= a 2 W.(X'X)- 1W? 
J. l. 
elements in the 
estimate of ~i~' = 
X) is given by 
Since WivP = O the ill effects of 
celled. So the linear combination 
-1 
>-p being large are can-
~ <:, ~-,; _,,.. 
/.~=lxijaj can be 
45. 
estimated quite well although it may not be true for the indi-
vidual parameters. 
2.5 Geometric picture 
(i) Two independent variables (general picture) 
Figure 2.5.1 
.···~ .............. ~--
Consider the Figure 2.5.1 where the values of the independent 
variables Xi and X2 are bunched up on a line (&1). 
The least squares fit of Y is not any more a plane but 
rather a line (E2). If we try to explain Y with a plane -
rather than a line (E:2) - there exist an infinite number of 
planes passing through (E2). Each of these planes yields 
the same R.S.S. (R.s.s. - Residual sum of squares). 
(ii) TWo independent variables. 
Consider the model 
y = Y1 = X11 X12 l [::l + Y2 X21 
X22 J 
Ya X31 X31 
·(Picture shows the in-
flati·o·n ·in· var·iance.) 




The dimension of the sample space is 3. The vector of observa-
tions Y define a vector OY from the origin to the point Y 




in the sample space. The vectors OX1· and -+ OX2 
define a subspace of 2 dimension called the estimatipn space. 
This subspace is represented by a plane in which the vector 
. ,., ,., 
Y = XS must lie. The sphere of y observations is centered 
at the mean E(Y), 
and Let Y 
which is in the plane ~1 generated by 
be perpendicular to the plane ~ 1 then 
is the shortest distance from Y to any point of the estima-
~ l ; 
tion space, and Y becomes the estimate of E(Y). For sim-
plicity we suppose that and is of unit.length. 
A 
Now the estimate 61 of the true population coefficient 
can be found by projecting Y along onto OX1. Similarly 
for we project y along onto The E.(Y) is 
fixed while the disc around it represents possible fitt~d 
values of Y correspon.ding to the possible observed y' s 
falling in the sphere. 
along OX2 onto OX1 
The projection Y101 of the whole disc 
·.'' 
A 
represents the interval of possible 61• 
In the following Figures 2.5.2 and 2.5.3 the regressors ar~ 
47. 
. orthogonal and non-orthogonal. 
val yo becomes very large. 
.In the second case the inter-
Another geometric picture utilizing the latent vectors 





Fig~re 2.5.2 -· 
'·. 
Figure 2.5.3 
2.6 Detection of mult1co11.iriearity-. 
(a) If X1 and X2 are two independent variables and if 
r .. 
l.J 
the correlation between them, and R y.1,2 is the co-
48. 
efficient of ·detennination then the multicollinearity is said to 
be "harmful" if ri' > R 1 2. J Y• I . This method on extention to 
multiple dimensions breaks down. 
(b) If R2 is the multiple coefficient of correla-y .1,2 ••• ,p 
tfon between Y and all the regressor variables, and 
R2 1 2 . is the largest coefficient of detennina-y. I 1•••/j-1,J+l, ••• ,p 
tion regressing the Y on the independent variables except 
49. 
Xj; then if a high degree of multicollinearity is present in 
the data 
(2.6.1) R2 - R2 1 . 1 . 1 y.1,2, ••• ,p y. , ••• ,J- ,J+ , ••• ,p. 
will be small. But if the difference in (2.6.1) is small it 
does not imply that multicollinearity exists. It probably 
reveals the worthlessness of x. 
J 
as a predicator; moreover 
it does not give an indication which variables are linearly 
related. 
(c) Suppose that X'X is the correlation matric between the 
X's then o ~ IX'XI ~ 1. If IX'XI = o an exact linear 
relationship exists between the x. 
J 
columns. If 1x•x1 = 1 
then the Xj's ·are orthogonal. 
In all other cases there exists some degree of multi-
collinearity which becomes severe as IX'XI ~ O. This . 
method does not cast light on the nature of the linear rela-
ships. 
(d) For formal purposes we suppose (Y,X 1 ,X2 , ••• ,Xp)' ·"' N(µ,t). 
Stage 1 
Test for the presence and severity of multicollinearity 
H 0 : jx•x! = l H1 : o ~ 1x•x1 < 1. 
We use the following statistic proposed by Bartlett: 
Xjx•xi = -<n-1 - ~ C2p+5))logelX'X1 
so. 
where xJx•xj 'V x~(p(p-1)) • 
If the observed value of Xjx•xl > XCp(p-l))1'.i then reject Ho 
otherwise accept Ho. 
Stage 2 
Test for localization. For j = l, ••• ,p test the hypo-
thesis 
H : p 2 = 0 
0 j.1,2, ••• ,j-l,j+l, ••• ,p 
Hi P2 . ~· 0 j.1,2, ••• ,j-l,j+l, ••• ,p 
Use the 
(R~ . - . I (p-1) 
F I = _ .... J_._1 .... ,_2 .... ,....;.•....;.•_ ..... ,... J._-_1 .... ,.... J _+_1 .... ,__ ._. __ ..... ,_P._)___ 'V F 
2 · p-1,n-p 
( l-R. 1 2 . 1 . 1 ) /n-p J• I 1•••1J- 1J+ 1•••1P 
if F' observed value is greater than the critical value 
reject H0 • 
Stage 3 
Examination of the pattern of multicollinearity. 
Let Pi,jjp-2 
and xj 
be the population partial correlation betwee~ 
keeping the other variables fixed. we want to 
test the hypothesis H0 : Pi,jjp-2 = 0 against 
where is the sample pa.r_ti~~ _ c::o;-relat:ion. · 
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If the observed value t is larger than the critical value one 
rejects H0 ,. i.e. accept that Xi and x. J are responsible 
for the multicollinearity. 
(e) Let A= (Y*,X*) be the matrix of standardized dependent 
and independent variables.· Find the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of A'A. If the eigenvalue is less than 0,03 and 
the · last component of the corresponding eigenvector less than 
0,10 then there exists a near singularity and that does not 
have predictive value, (refer to S~c~!o~ .... ?.~> .• 
2.7 Proposed solutions 
(i) Augmentation. This method is most effectively uti-
lized when the multicollinearity can be identified as· a result 
of sampling a subspace of the independent variables or for an 
over-defined model. 
Many times, however, additional data cannot be coll.ected 
f·or the following reasons: 
(a) economic restraints 
(b) .·changes in the population under study 
(c) unavailability. 
There are instances, moreover, when augmentation could 
change the population under study. For example, requiring that 
data be collected outside the region of the multicollinearity 
could result in a poor prediction equation since the additional 
data points ma~ be rare in· the population. 
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Including these rare data points in a proP,ortion not re-
presentative of their presence in the population could in 
fact cause the "outliers" to heavily influence the estimated 
model~ (refer to Chapter 3) • 
(ii) Least sqtiares estimation with restrictions. As we 
have seen the least squares predictor may be adequate provided 
one only predicts in the region of the multicollinearity, i.e. 
only when X
1
, ••• ,xp satisfy (2.1.2). If the prediction is 
l 
restricted to this region, one may obtain satisfactory results. 
Possibly additional information may enable one to look ~t the 
values of the estimated parameters, .(refer to Chapter 3) ~ 
I 
I. 
(iii) The choice of variables to be included in the model 
has a direct influence on the problem of multicollinearity. 
If variables involved in a multicollinearity are n~t· included 
in the model the problem will not arise. This also could 
have disasterous effects if the regressors excluded from the 
model are the best predictors. 
In the case of the over-define4 model it is desirable to 
use this method. But when multicollinearity is due to the 
sampling technique, variable selection procedures must be 
performed with great care. 
If the source of multicollinearity is the physical con-
straints on the model then it matters little a.s far as p;-e-
diction is concerned which of the variables involved i~ the 
·~··:. 
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multicollinearity is removed from the estimated model •. 
(iv) Other methods 
(1) The least square regression on the latent vectors of 
X 'X, .(refer to Chapter 5) • 
(2) Ridge regression This method is consisting of adding 
small positive quantities to diagonal elements of X'X, 
{refer to Chapter 4) • 
(3) Shrunken-estimation which is some way is an extension 
of Ridge regression, (refer to Chapter 4) • 
(4) Latent Root regression analysis which is a modifica-
tion of the principal component method, (refer to Ch~pter 5) • 
J 
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C H A P T E R 3 
ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES WITH LINEAR 
CONSTRAINTS AUGMENTING EXISTING DATA 
IN LINEAR REGRESSION 
3.1 Introduction 
In the first part of this chapter we begin the considerat-
ion of least squares problems in which the variables are re-
qulred to satisfy specified linear constraints. Such problems 
arise in a variety of applications, e.g. fitting curves to data. 
A result on the sign of restricted least squares estimates is 
stated.. We note that if X is an ill-conditioned matrix where 
r(X) = m then we can improve our estimates by imposing (l+p)-m 
restrictions. 
From § 3. 5 to § 3. 6 we examine the problem, "given a set of 
non-orthogonal data, how should additional observations be added 
to remove the correlation among the independent variables, and 
under that condition, could minimum variance estimates be pro-
vided of the regression coefficients." 
3. 2 . True restrictions ·1:n linear regression 
Consider the Model A Y = X$+e in (l.2.4). It is well 
known that S - (X'X)- 1 X1Y is distributed as 'N(l3,o 2 C- 1 ) 
where c - X1X. Suppose there is an exact structural form of 
the ~' i.e. suppose one is certain that the underlying data 
are generated in such a way that one can constrain the para-
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meter space according to (3. 2 .1) HS = h . where H is an 
m x (p+l) matrix of known constants with r(H) = m < (p+l) 
and h is (mxl) vector of known .constants. 
The problem of least squares with restrictions can be 
stated as follows: 
"Mins (Y-XB) ' (Y-XB) subject to HS-h = o." 
Therefore we minimize 
F = (Y-Xf3} I (Y-XB)-21' (Hf3-h) 
where A is a (mxl) vector of Lagrange multipliers, with re-
spect to B and A. 
Setting the derivative of F with 
"' zero gives for the minimizing value s c 
"' aF ~ = -X'Y + X'XS - H'A* = 0 as c 
so 
(3.2.2) 
Premultiplying by H we have 
HS =HS+ H(X'X}- 1 H'l* c 





So finally we have from (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) 




" " -1 -1 -1 " 
Sc = S-C H' (HC . H') (HS-h) 
where 8 is the o.t.s. estimator of the Model A. 
A 
The· following are· the· pro·p·erti·es of· the ·co·nstrained estimator ~ c 






" S is unbiased estimator of 13 if the restriction in c 
equation (3.2.1) is true. 
" " S · has smaller variance than Bi because . c 
(3.2.6) var(S) - var(~c) = .cr 2 C- 1 H' (HC- 1 H'}- 1 Hc,... 1 is. a 
positive semi-definite matrix of order (p+l)and rank m.::_l+p •. 
\ . . A A 
The R.S.S. (13c) > R.S.S. (B}. 
We note that if the restrictions· are not true, then is 
a biased estimator with smaller variance than the O.L.S. estima-
" tor a. 
3. 3 Tests for 'linear ·re·strictions 
Theorem 3. 3.1 
" 
The statistic tJ 1 = (R. S.S. (a c) -R. S.S. CS)) /m/R. ~.:.~.:.if3) 
"'Fm,n-p-l(A) - noncentral F ~ith noncentrality parameter 
Proof 
Considering the numerator of the u_
1 




0 0 A A 2 = (R.s.s. rnc> - R.s.s. cs> )/cr 
.cr 2 
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We see that Q0 /0'
2 is quadratic form in the random vector 
d
1 





h] ,I) so dIM 0 d 1 = Q 0 /0' 2 'v x~(X) noncentral x 2 with 
noncentrality parameter 
(3.3.2) A. ~· i(H(3-h) '(HC- 1 H')- 1 (H(3-h). Similarly 
· 2cr 2 
(3.3.3) 
,... 
= R.S .S. CB) 
(J 2 
is distributed as X~-p-l{A.) where 
-1 M. = I-XC X' is idempotent 
matrix of rank n-p-1. Independence of two quadratic forms in-
volving a multivariate normal vector with mean µ and variance-
covariance I requires that the product of the matrix of one 
quadratic form, and the matrix of the other quadratic form 
yields the null matrix. But 
(3.3.4) 
so Q0 /0'
2 and Q1 /cr
2 are independent. Finally 
as in ( 3 • 3 • 2 ) • 
The test X = o, tests the validity of the restrictions 
HS = h, and the distribution of U1 becomes central F under 
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the null hypothesis. The F test has been used in empirical 
work to choose between two sets of estirrlators. For example, 
suppose one is fitting a regression model to cross section and 
time series data. It has been common in practice to test the 
hypothesis that the regression parameters are the same, say, 
at all time periods. 
Acceptance of the hypothesis at some predetermined level 
is then used to justify constraining the parameter space. 
But if one is willing to accept some bias in trade for a 
reduction in variance, then even if the restrictions are not 
· true, one might still prefer the restricted estimator · Be· 
For this reason we. give some alternative tests. 
Definition 3'.'3.2 
Consider two estimators 81 and 13 2 of 13. We say that 
131 is better than B2 according to S.M.S.E.C., if and only if 
(3.3.S). M.S.E.(.t'l31)' ~ M.S.E.U'th) for all i.~ 0 
or equivalently 
(3.3.6) ECl3 2-8) Uh-13)' - E(fh-13) Cl31-l3 )'-positive semi-
definite. 
Theorem 3. 2. 3. A necessary and 'f;uff icient condition for 




-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 + c H' (HC H') (HB-h) (HB-h) ' (HC HI) HC 
(3.3.8) " 2 -1 M.S.E. (B) = <J (X'X) 
(3.3.9) " " 2 ~1 -1 -1. M. S. E. (B c) -M. S. E. ( B) = .<J C H' ( HC H ' ) 
The matrix in (3.3.9) is of the form cr 2 ABA' where 
-1 -1 -1 
A= C H'(HC H') is (p+l)xm - matrix and r(A) = m ~ p+l. 
Therefore ABA' is positive semi-definite iff B is positive 
semi-definite. 
" " Consequently 0 is "better" than a I-Jc 1-J if f 
(3. 3.10) .e. • [Hc- 1 H' - ..l.cHe-h> CHe-h> '1 .t > o; . .t 1: o. 
a2 
Since HC- 1 H' is positive definite matrix 
(3.3.10) is equivalent to 
(3. 3.11) Q = (.t' (HB-h) (H13-h) '.t/cr 2 .t'HC-
1
H'.t) < 1 -, 
But (3.3.11) satisfies the conditions of a version of the Cauchy-
Schwarts inequality (see Rao "Linear Statistical Inference and 
its Applications" 2nd edition p.60). 
So we have 
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(3.3.12) sup1Q = Q0 
where Q0 = (H(3-h) '(HC-
1 H')- 1 (H(3-h)/cr 2 
and the supremum is attained at the value 
Now we show that B is positive semi-definite if and only if 
(3.3.14) Q0 < 1. 
We have that if (3.3.10) is satisfied for all i ~ 0 then 
(3.3.11) is satisfied for all i ~ O therefore for the parti-
cular at ( 3 • 3 • 13 ) • Now if Q. < 1 
0 -
is satisfied, because 
Q0 is the supremum of Q for all i (3.3.11) must be satis-
fied for all 1. We can rewrite (3.3.14) in the form 
Lehman in his book "Testing Statistical Hypotheses" shows that 
the U
1 
test statistic can be used to provide a uniformly most 
powerful test for the S.M.S.E.C. 
The density fA {U) of the noncentral F in Theorem 3.3.1 
is given by 
= 'o:i· r(2i+m+g\(!!!)~ <2i+m), ie:-Au~ {2i+m-2) I (3.3.16) fA (u). l·i=o 2 } q . I\ 
(
2 ... , ) .( . )~ (2i+m+q) r (q/2) r 1 ;m i ! i+·m; 
where q = n-p-1. 
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It can be shown that fA (u)/fA (u) is a nondecreasing 
l . 0 
function of the real valued function 
··mu 
w = q+mu for all 
J. 0 < A. 1 where w . is a monotone increasing function of u and 
vice versa. 
The density function of w, hA(w) is given by 
where O < w < 1. 
For A= O, (3.3.17) is the beta distribution. For 
>.. > O, h.A(w) is the noncentral beta. The family of noncentral 
F densities has the monotone likelihood ratio property in w, 
so the uniformly most powerful test of the S.M.S.E.C. is given 
by 
Ho >.. < ~ against .H1 A. > ~ 
Accept Ho if W* < w a. 
Reject Ho if W* > w a 
where wa is determined by 
J:a h~ (w) dw = 1-a 
Tables have been produced by Wallace (1969) in the "Journal 
of the Ainerican Statistical Association, Vol. 64, p.1649-1663." 
(3.3(b)) Some other criteria can be found by the same author 
in "Econometrica, Vol. 40, No. 4, 1972, p. 689-709." The f 011.L 
owing Table A summarizes the various criteria and tests of linear 
restrictions. 
Criterion 
. TABLE .. A 
Critical value. 
of ). 
' 62 • 
Test: Compute u1 in. 
(Theorem 3.2.1) and 
compare it to the 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·c·r·iti·c·ai- va·1ue of: 
The test of re-
strictions 
HS= h is true.· 
r. A A 
E($-JS) (13-$) '-E(Sc-$) 
CS -$} 'is c 
non-negative definite 
definite matrix 




-S) is positive 
scalar 
>.. = 0 The usual F 
distribution 
A. < ~ Noncentral F(~) 
A < e ·-
Tables : JASA 
(Vol. 64 {1969) 








-- . -1 
H (X' X) where ). .. 
p 
is the smallest 
eigenvalue of X'X. 
Compute probability 




--------~ ............... ----....... ------..................... ..._...._ ______ .............. __ __.;;;..;;..o:;.:;..;;.~.;...;;;.=-=.;;;;.:----~~ 
A A 
E<a-ia> •x•xu~-s> -
E(i -S) 'X'X(0_-j) c c = easitiv@ scalar_ 
A .::_ m/2 
,,Econometrica" vol .. 40, (1972) pp. 69·9-709. 




3 .4 The sign ·of· r·estricted O.L.S'.· e·stimates 
Least squares estimates of the coefficients of a linear 
regression model often have signs that are regarded by the· 
researcher to ·be "wrong." 
In an effort to obtain ·r·ight signs, statistically inSignifi~ 
cant variables are sometimes dropped from the equation. Sur-
prisingly enough, there can be no change in sign of any coeffi-
cient that is more significant than the coefficient of the 
omitted variable. We know that 
(3.4.l) A 2 ii f3i "' N (f3i·,cr C ) and the t-statistic for testing 
f3. = b 
J. 
is given by 
(3.4.2) 
If we constrain ai to the h1-·scalar I then the H-matrix 
is a row vector with one in the ith column and· zeroes elsewhere. 
We can rewrite (3.2.4) as follows: 
(3.4.3) 
where is the ith column (row) of 
-1 c . 
Lem.ma 3.4.l 
The least-squares estimate of Sj and the constrained 
least-s'quareS estimate Of aj I With ai = 0 1 have the Same Sign 
64. 






" We will show that if then f3 . 
J 
the same sign. Using (3.4.3) we have that 








More specifically f3 . 
J 
and have the same sign if f 
(3.4.6) 




. ! , and . J 
The least-squares estimate of a.-c and the constrained 
J 
least squares estimate of aj-c, with f3i set to hl, have 
the same sign if the t-statistic for testing is less 
in absolute value than the t-statistic for testing f3. = c. 
J 
Hint: We must prove that if 
where 
Theo·rem 3 . 4 • 3 
t~ < .tJ~ 
1. -
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The constrained least squares estimate of Sj must lie 
in the interval 
''~AA .. 12 
c$.-ccJJ> ltlo,s.+ccJJ):·ltlcr> where t .is the t-statistic 
J J 
for testing the univariate restrictions. 
Proof 
We will show that 
(3.4.7) 
A JJ ~ A A 
S j - ( c ) I t I a ~ S cj 
or ·equivalently 
.. ~ . .cjhe.-hl > 





( 3. 4 .10) 
or equivalently 
. . . ... ~ 
(3.4.11} 1cJ 1 t/Cci1 cJJ> I< It! 
But (3.4.11) is true because of (3.4.12). 
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(3.4.12) ! < 1 
Theorem 3.4.4 
The least squares estimate and the c.onstrained least squares 
estimate Of . $j I Sj and Sc . respectively, with the constraint 
1] 
H = h satisfy the inequality 
where U
1 
is the statistic for testing the constraint 
and is the standard error of 
A A 
The likelihood ellipsoid (S-$) 'X'X(S-8) evaluated at the 
A 
constrained least squares estimate Sc (3.2.4) takes on.the 
value 
A . -1 A 
s 2 = . (HS-h) '(HCH') (HS-h) 
A 
The estimate, Be' 
A A A A 
lies on the ellipsoid (8 -8) 'X'X(S·-8)· = s 2 • c c 
Projecting this ellipsoid onto the jth axis yiel,ds the desired 
inequality. 
3 .5 Augmenting data in 1ihear regre·ssion. 
Our main objective is to reduce the pairwise correlations 
~~ong the indep~ndent variables. In addition, we choose to 
obtain the minimum variance estimates of the regression coeff i-
cients under the condition of orthogonality. This present-
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ation_is limited to the centered Model Ac' see (1.2.4), but 
here i = 1,2, ••. ,n+l, •.• ,n+m = N, where m points are added 
to the original n-data points. 
In a study of this type, it is necessary to choose a cri-
terion for judging whether one set of added experimental obser-
vations is superior to another set of observations. We choose 
to minimize the determinant of the inverse of the matrix of the·., 
corrected sum of squares and cross-products of the independent 
variables, I (X'X)- 1 1, subject to the condition that the off-
diag~nal elements of (X'X) are zero after adding data poirits. 
Minimizing I (X'X)- 1 1 is equivalent to maximizing !X'XI. It 
will be shown that this minimizes the volume of the confidence '. 
region for the regression coefficients, and minimizes the maximum 
variance of a predicted value, var(Y), in the experimental 
region. 
3.6 Development of the augmenting procedure 
Suppose the independent variables are transformed so that 
the experimental limits for each variable range .from -1 to 
+l. That is, the experimental region is a hyper-cube centered 
about the origin and bounded by the hyper-planes at -1 and +l 
in each dimension. The solutions obtained here, based on 
maximizing I (X'X) I are invariant under change of scale. Thus 
without loss of generality we make the linear transformation · 
(3.6.1) z1'J' = [X.J.-(XL.+x .)/2]/(X .-xL.)/2 
1 J UJ UJ J . 
where and x . 
UJ are the lower and upper limits for xj. 
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For orthogonal design we have 
(3.6.2} (y"') 2[1 + \P var = a N L.j=l 
(Z. -z.) 2 
J J ] 
\n - 2 
'·i=l (Zij-Zj) . 
Proposition 3.6.1 
The maximum var(Y) (see (3.6.2)) in the experimental 
region is minimized by adding points to the 2P corners of the 
region such that 
Proof 
z. = 0 
J 
for all j = 1,2, ••. ,p. 
The maximum var(Y) is at one or more of the corners of 
the experimental region, i.e. z. = +l for all J·. 
J -
Thus 
adding points such that zj = o for all j, minimize the max-
- 2 imum values of the (Z.-Z.) in the numerator of (3.6.2). 
J J . 
We have for the denominator 
(3.6.3) \ N ( z -z ), .2 = Li=l ij- 3 . 
I 
\n 2 
The value Li=lzij is fixed. The maximum values that the 
augmented data points can assume are ±1. Thus the sum of 
squares is maximised by placing all m augmented points at +l 
such that zj = o. Then 
(3.6.4) max\~ 1 cz .. -z.) 2 = \~ 1z~. + m li= 1J J li= 1J 
is achieved. 




augmented points in the 2P corners of the region such that 
for all j. This solution can be accomplished if 
are integers for all j, since only integral values 
of +l are added. 
: Remarks 
(1) As the number of additional points, m, increase the value 
of z. 
J 
will tend to zero and the minimum variance will tend to 
be more closely approximated. 
{2) The data points are added such that Z. ~ O . with 
J 
(3.6.5) for all j ~ j'. 
Prooosition 3.6.2 
I (X'X) I is maximized when the determinant of the transformed 
v~riables (see 3.6.1) is maximized. 
Hint: Use the remark 2 and the fact that 
(a)· Two independe·nt variables: It is desired to add m addi-





t. 1z. z. = o /.1= 11 12 
l n+m + . z. z. = 0 i=n+l 11 12 where n+m. = N. 
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Identify the number of new points, nk, to be added to 
the kth corner as follows: 
Rule A: n1 at c~1,-1) I n2 at (+1,-1) I at na at <~1,1) 
at n1+ at (l, l) · such that l,~=ln k = tn 
f'l. 
The values of 
replaced by 
Z .. for i = n+l, ••• ,n+m in (3.6.8) may be 
l.J 
±1 according to the above rule A g~ving 
n + 'li=lnk = n+in = N 
The above system can be solved with respect to · nk's and thus 
we have the number of points to be added to each corner 
(3.6.10) n1 - k<m+I~ 1z. +I~ 1z- -I~ 1z. z. > 'l.= l.1 i= 12 i= 11 12 
n2 = ~Cm-I~=lzi1+I~=lzi2+I~=lzi1z12> 
na = ~(m+I~ lz. -I~ lz. +I~ lz. z. ) i= 11 1= 12 •.1= 11 12 
ni; = kCm-I~ 1z. -In 1z. -I~ 1 z. z. ) ·i= 11 u= 12 1= 11 12 
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(b) Three indepehdeht va·ri·ahles 
Here, we may add point in 2 3 corners subject to the con-
ditions 
(3.6.11) LN i=lzi1 = 0 
lN 0 . z. = 1=1 12 
N 
0 l · lz. = 1= : J. 3 
IN . z. z. 1=1 11 12 = 0 
lN . z. z. 1=1 11 13 = 0 
IN . z. z. 1=1 12 13 = 0 
The number of points to be added to each of the eight corners 
are the unknowns nk k =_1, ••. ,8. 
The equation (3 ."6 .11) with the, I.~=lnk = m constitute 
a system of 7 equations in 8 unknowns. Theoretically there 
are an infinite number of solutions. Add the condition 
tN Z · z Z = O because this does not affect the properties Li=l i1 i2 i3 
and this condition leads to a simple solution. 
The kth corner, at which nk new points are added, is 
defined by the coordinates given in Table B. For the theoretical 
solution of the number of points to be added at the first corner 
-
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. TABLE B 
ni n2 ns n4~ ns ns n1 na 
Z1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 
Z2 -1 -1 1 1 -1. -1 1 1 
Z3 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 
m + + + + + .+ + + 
l:Zi1 + + + + 
LZ. + + + + J. 2 . 
L:z. + + + + l. 3 
2:Zi1zi2 + + + + 
L: z. z. l.l l.3 + + + + 
rz. z. + + + + 
12 J.3 
rz. z. z. + + + + J.l J.2 l.3 
(c) P-independent variables 
Table analogous to Table B can be constructed and used 
to obtain the equations for the nk in p-dimension. In 
general, the values of nk will not be integers and some values 
may·be negative or smaller. 
Rounding rule B 
Set the negative numbers equal to zero and round the re-
maining numbers to integers such that they sum to m. 
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Note: The additional points can be added one at a time such 
that lx'xl is maximized at each step. This is accomplished 
by adding one point to a corner and evaluating IX'XI. · This 
is repeated for each of the 2P corners. The point that is 
selected is the one that maximizes IX'XI. 
repeated until m-points are added. 
This process is 
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C H A P T E R 4 
RIDGE REGRESSION AND EXTENSIONS 
4.1 Introduction 
The method of ridge regression was proposed by Hoerl and 
Kennard (1970) as an alternative to least squares estimation 
of the coefficients of a linear model. This concept has gen-
erated considerable interest in the literature. 
Marquardt (1970) noted the relation between ridge estima-
tors and the generalised inverse estimator, and in 1974 noted 
the relation to robust regression. Mayer and Wilke (1973) 
considered a general class of estimators based on linear trans-
forms of least squares estimators, which included ridge and 
shruken estimators as special cases. MacDonald and Schwing 
(1973) and Marquardt and Snee (1975) provided applications to 
real data sets. 
Confine and Stone (1973) examined the concept of ridge re-
gression and were generally critical. 
Much of' the discussion of ridge regression centres around 
the choice of the constant k which will be defined below. 
The concept of shrinkage estimation is also discussed. 
75. 
4. 2 Properties of ridge ·regression 
Hoerl and Kennard (1970) have proposed the following esti-
ma tor 
" (4.2.1) SR= (X*'X*+kI}X*'Y* 
such that k > o instead of the least squares estimator 
(4.2.2) 
We note that we are working with the standardized model As 
(see ( 1. 2 • 5} ) • 
" " ( i) The relation between SR and f3* is given by 
" -1 (4.2.3) (3R = (X*'X*+kI) X*'Y* 
= WX*'Y* 









(4.2.4) w = (X* 'X*+kI) and z = (X*'X*+kI)- 1 X*'X* 
(ii) If A = A1 _> A2 _> ••• >A =A . > O are the eigen-max - p min 
values of X*'X*, Ai(W) and Ai(Z) the eigenvalues of W 
and Z, respectively then 





(iii) The following relation holds between Z and W: 





Z = (X*'X*+kI) X*'X* = WX*'X* 
(4.2.8) 
(4.2.9) 
= X*'X*+kI - kl 
= X*'X* 
From (4.2.8) and (4.2.9) we have (4.2.6). 
A A 
(iv) SR for k f 0 is shorter than $*, i.e. 
(Euclideian norm) • 
Since SR= ZS*, we have that 
A. ·A 
< (). .. (Z)) S*'S* 
1 max 
A A 
< S*'S* • 
A. 1 
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We have to use the fact that (A.i(Z))max = A.
1
+k < l, and the 
following proposition~ 
Proposition 
If A.1 and A.2 are the max and min characteristic 
roots of a symmetric matrix A respectively, then 








A A A A A A 
= (Y*-X*S*) '(Y*-X*8*) + (SR-8*) 'X*'X*(SR-8*) 
"' "' = R.S.S. (S*) + <j> (SR). 
"' "' (4.2.13} (vi} E((3R} = E(Z8*) 
"' = ZE ( 13*) 
= ZS* 
"' and SR is therefore a biased estimator. 
"' "' (4.2.14) cov(SR) = cov(ZS*) 
2 -1 =a Z(X*'X*) Z' 
4 . 3 Ridge trace 
Ridge regression has two aspects. The first is the ridge 
"' trace which is a two dimensional plot of SR, i (k) and 
R.S·.S. (SR (k)) for various values of k E [0-,1]. The second 
is the determination of the value of k that gives a better 
estimate of B*. As we will see later on, using the ridge esti-
mate we allow a little bias but we reduce the variance consider-
ably. 
Let B be any estimate of B* then 
"' (4.3.1) R.S.S.(B) = R.S.S.(8*) + <j>(B) 
"' "' where <j>(B) = (B-S*} 'X*'X*(B-13*). 
Contours of constant R.S.S.(B) are the surfaces of hyper-
"' ellipsoids centered at a*. There is a continum of values of 
"' B that will satisfr the R.S.S.(B) = R.S.S.(13*) +<Po where 
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<l>o > 0 is a fixed increment. 
" The distance from S* to $* is 
(4.3.2) 
,.. " 
L~ = ce*-S*)'IB*-S*) 
and 
(4.3.3) (For further details see §4.5). 
Now if X*'X* becomes ill-conditioned (4.3.3) will tend 
to be large. The value of ~(B) will be large if B is far 
" from $*. 
In particular, the worse the conditioning of X*'X*, the 
"" ..._:, 
more $* , can be expected to be large; but the worse the con-
" ditioning, the further one can move from B* without an appre-
" ,... 
ciable increase in R.S.S., i.e. (B-B*)'X*'X*(B-S*) will not 
be inflated. 
" Thus if B moves away from the $*, the movement should 
be in the direction which will shorten the length of the re-
gression vector B. The ridge trace can be shown to be follow-
ing a path through the sum of squares surf ace so that for fixed 
value of R.S .S. (B) a single value of B is chosen, that is 
the one with minimum length. 
Now the problem can be stated as follows: 
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"" "" Problem "minimize B'B subject to (B-B*) 'X*'X*(B-B*) = cj> 0 ." 
We use Lagrange multipliers to solve the problem. We have to 
minimize F = B'B + ~{(B-S*) 'X*'X*(B-S*) - <1> 0 }. 
Taking the first derivative of F with respect to B and 
setting it equal to zero, we obtain 
aF = 2B + 1 (2X*'X*B-2X*'X*S*) = 0 oB k 
or " - l B = BR= (X*'X*+kI) X*'Y*, where k is chosen to 
satisfy the constraint. 
In practice it is easier to chose k > O and then to 
compute <l>o· Note that the ridge estimates give the smallest 
regression coefficients consistent with a given degree of in-
crease in R.S.S. 
4.4 Geometric picture of ridge regression 
(a) 
~ 
e(f•) j "' Zero Bias E(B*) = B* 
Large variance 




"' Figure 1 above illustrates the situation where an estimator B* 




f idence limits for this estimator would be nearly half the width 
of the figure. 
At the bottom is the corresponding frequency function for 
a biased estimator with much smaller variance. 
(b) 
Figure 2 
Suppose that we want to estimate the parameter vector 
" The point e* at the center of the ellipses 
" is the least-square solution. At e* the R.S.S. s~y ~ 
achieves its minimum. 
The small ellipse is the locus of points_in the o* o* _ pl I~ 2 
plane, where the R.S.S. is constant at some value, say ¢0 , 
larger than the minimum value. The circle about the origin is 
" tangent to the small ellipse at BR. 
" We note that BR is the shortest vector that will give a 
R.S.S. as small as the ¢ value anywhere on the small ellipse. 
'81. 
The gradient g = X*'Y* is perpendicular to the ~ contour 
" through the origin. The ridge estimator BR always lies 
" between S* and g. 
4.5 Mean sguare properties of ridge regression 
Definition 4.5.l 
... 
If B is any estimate of B* then the square distance 
from 8 to B* is given by L2=<a-B*) '<B~B*). 
Let L~(k) 
A 
and L2 l be the squared distances of 
S* from B*, respectively, then 
( 4 • 5 • 2) ( i) E ( L ~ ) = E {tr ( S * -B *) ' ( B * -B * ) } 
" " = E{tr(S*-8*) <B*-8*) '} 
= E{tr(a 2 (X*'X*)-
1
} 
= a 2 tr(X*'X*)- 1 
or equivalently 
(4.5.3) E(a*'B*) = B*'B* + a 2 tr(X*'X*)- 1 
and 
(iii) It is eaisy to express the E(L~) and var(L~) in 





Hint: We have (Bi-Bi)~ N(O,a 2 /Ai), this implies that 
.. 2 




E(Li(k)) = y 1 (k) + Y2(k) where Y1 (k) is the sum of 
..... 
the variances of the BR . (total variance) and Y2 (k) is the ,1 
..... A 
bias introduced when BR is used instead of the B*. 
Proof 
(4.5.6) E (L~ (k)) 
..... ..... 
= E(ZB*-ZB*+ZB*-8*) I (ZB*-Zl3*+ZB*-B*) 
"' "' = E[ (Zl3*-ZB*) I (ZB*-Zl3*)+(Zl3*-!3*) I (Zl3*-B*) J 
= E[ (S*-13*) 'Z'Z(S*-8*)+13*' (Z-I) I (Z-I)l3*] 
"' "' = E[tr(l3*-B*) 'Z'Z(S*-13*)+8*' CZ-I)' (Z-I)l3*J 
"' "' = tr[Z'ZEC13*-!3*) (!3*-13*) ']+B*' (Z-I) '(Z-I)!3* 
2 -1 =a tr(Z'Z(X*'X*) )+!3*'(-~W)' (-kW)B* see (4.2.6) 
= a 2tr(W'WX*'X*)+k28*'W'W8* 
= a 2tr(W'Z)+k2$*' (X*'X*+kI)- 2$* 
2 -1 2 -2 = a tr(X*'X*+kI) -ka tr(X*'X*+kI) +k28*' 
(X*'X*+kI)- 213* 
= 0 2 J.P (_!__ - k 1 )+ k 2 B*' (X* 'X*+kI) - 2 !3* 
·i=l Ai+k (Ai+k)2 
Ai 
= cr2tP + k2o*'(X*'X*+kI)-20* L-i=l µ p 
(),i+k)2 
= y 1 (k) + y 2 (k) 
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Now we will show that Y1 (k} is the total variance and Y2(k) 
is the bias. 
From (4.2.14} we have 
(4.5.7) var(SR .} = 
.1 
element of the 
(4.5.8) 
-1 
G = Z(X*'X*}'· Z' 
(4.5.9) ll=l 
,.. 











is the ith diagonal 
2 -1 . 
a tr(Z(X*'X*} Z') 




y l (k) 
y 2 (k) = CZB*-8*} '(ZB*-8*} is the squared distance from ZS* 
to B* and y 2 (k) = 0 if k = 0. Since Z(k) = I when 
k = O, thus Y2(k) is considered as the square of the bias in-
,.. ,.. 
troduced when SR is used instead of B*. 
. ' 
Theorem 4.5.3 
The total variance y 1 {k) is a continuous monotonic de~ 
creasing function of k. 
Proof 
We have 
y 1 {k) 
( 4. 5 .10) 
dy1 (k). 
dk = -2cr
2 '1? li=l 
A. 
l. 
(),. +k) 3 
l. 
< 0 
tonous decreasing function and continuous. 
84. 
thus Yi (k) is mono-
Now we examine the value of the derivative {4.5.10) in the 




dy l (k) 
dk = -2cr
2 't.' li=l <





-oo as A -+ o p 
i.e. X*'X* becomes 
singular 
The squared bias y 2 (k) is a continuous monotonical increas-
ing function of k. 
Proof 
We have 
2 -2 Y2(k) = k S*'(X*'X*+kI) S* 
We know that there exist an orthogonal matrix P such that 
(4.5.12) X*'X* = P'AP, P'P =I and A= diag{A1 1 •• ,A } p 
contains the eigenvalues of the X*'X*. 
( 4. 5 .13) Y2(k) = k 28*'(P'AP+kI)-
28* 
= 
2 -2. k 8* I (P 'AP+PtkIP) 8* 
= k28*'(P' (AP+kIP))- 2 8* 
= k 2 ( P !3 * ) ' ( A+ k I ) -
2 
(P !3 * ) we set PS* = a 
2 a. 
= k2Il?_ . i 
i-10 .. +k> a 
J. 
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We observe y 2 (k) > O because A. 1 + k > O and there are not 
singul'arities in the sum .. 
Clearly Y2(k) = y 2 (0) = o, that is, y 2 (k) is a con-
k+o 
tinuous function for k > o. 
For k > 0 (4.5.13)' can be written as 
(4.5.14) Y2(k) 
since ). i > 'O, i = l, ••• ,p, that is ).i/k are monotone C.e-
( l + ).; ) 
2 
creasing as k increases, are monotone decreasing-
as k increases, that is, 1 are increasing k as 
(l+A.i/k)2 
increases. So Y2(k) as a 'sum of monotonous increasing terms 














o. .. +k) 2 
l. 
( 4. 5 .15) 
dy 2 (k) 
dk 
A. a: 
= 2k}.l=l l. l. 





(A. +k) 3 
1. 
is a continuous function of k and 
A. a: 
86. 
and lim J_ l.. 




dk is the sum of continuous func-




dk = o. 
In Figure 3 the relationship between the variances, the 
squared bias and the parameter k is shown. The total var-
iance.decreases as k increases, while the squares bias in-
creases with k. As indicated by the dotted line, which is 
Y1 (k) + Y2(k), the possibility exists that there are values of 
A A 
k for· which the M.S.E. is less for BR than it is for the B*. 
M!AN SQUARE ERROR F'ui;CTIONS 
11 





There always exists a k > 0 such that E (Li (k)) < E {Li (0)), 
i.e. there exist k > O such that the mean square error is 
smaller than the total variance of the corresponding least squa-
res estimator. 
Proof 
From (4.5.6) we have that 
Ai 
E(L2(k)) - ~2~P + k2a*'(X*'X*+kI)-2G* 1 - v '·i=l p p 
o.1 +k> 2 
taking the first derivative 
dE(L~ (k)). p Ai p Aiai 
( 4. 5 .16) -__.,,.,,..-- = -20 2 I. + 2kL1=1 dk i=l(Ai+k)s (Ai+k)s 
we note that Yi co> = a2rl=l l/A1 , Y2 (O) = o. 
From Theorem 4.5.3 and Theorem 4.5.4 we have y~ (k) < O and 
y2(k) > O as k increases. 
The statement there exist (k > 0 such that 
E(Li(k)) < E(L~{O)) is equivalent to 
(4.5.17) that there exist (k > o such that (ECLi(k)) -
E (L~ (0))) I (k-0) < O or equivalent to 
(4.5.18) there exist Ck > o 




dk < 0 • 
(4.5.19) d~ E (Li (k)) 
88. 
\P . . .Xi \P · ), iaf. 
= -202 li=l + 2k'·i=l ---o ... +k) 3 '(A .+k) 3 
l. . l. 
< -2a 2 "I? 
'· i=l 
.L .. 
l. + 2k a2 \P . __ A_i __ 
· max'·i=l (Ai+k)3 
A. .. 





From the last relation of (4.5.19) it is easy to see that 
(4.5.20) d~ E (Li ( k) ) <. 0 if k a 2 - cr 2 < O max 
or 
(4.5.21) k < 






{see ( 4. 5 .13) ) . 
Corollary 4.5.7 
is the maximum component of a = Pf3* 
There always exists k > O p 1 such that E (Li (k)) < 0 2I1. =l -A.+k 
1 
Proof 
From (4.5.6) we have 
A. a~ 
E (Li (k)) = cr2II?_ i +k22:I? l. 
i-l(A.+k)2 i=l (Ai+k) 2 
1 
= y l (k) + Y2 (k) 
or 
02l,I?_ >..i+k-k + k2l'p 
a~ 
(4.5.22) E(L~(k)) = 1 
i-l(A.+k)2 . ·i=l (>..i+k)2 
l. 
So if we take 
(4.5.23) k < 




. 1 p .. C.af k-.cr.2) 
= a 2 I~=l l.+k. + I~=l k 
i (A. +k) 2 
. J. 
we have 
The ridge estimator (4.2.1) is equivalent to a least 
89 •· 
squares estimator when the X* (nxp} matrix is augmented by an 
orthogonal matrix Hp (pxp) of fictious set of data and the 
components of 
equal to zero. 
Proof 
The model 






(4.5.26) (Y*\ oJ 
Y* corresponding to the rows of H . are set p 
has the form 
= Xf 1 Xf 2 ... X* lp f3 ~ l + e1 
xr1 X~2 . . . X* 2.p a~ 
X* x;2 X* f3* n1. np p 
H11 H12 . . . Hip 
• 
Hp1 Hp2 H en+p pp 
(~*) f3* + e e "'N(O,a 2 I). = where 
p 
. ' 




= { X* ' I H ' ) /Y* \ 
p \ 0) 
(X*'X*+H'H ) B* = X*'Y* pp 
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For any value k the matrix can always be scaled such that 
(4.5.29) H'H =kl, so· S* is actually the ridge estimator pp 
proposed by Hoerl and Kennard. 
For example one can choose The above estimator 
can be viewed as a type of weighted average between the actual 
data and other data {prior information in Bayesian terms), for 
which the response values are set arbitrarily equal to zero. 
Note that for nonstandardized variables, the response 
values for the f ictious data would be set equal to the mean of 
response of the actual data. 
4. 6 Generalizations of the Mean· sq·u·are Er·ror 
-
Let 8 1 and 82 be two estimators of the vector parameter S, 
(4.6.1) 
and 
(4.6.2) mj = E(Bj-8) 'B(Sj-S), j = 1,2 were B is a non-
negative definite matrix (n.n.d.), the second order moment matri-




The rn = E CB-13} 'B ( 13-13} where B, a n. n. d. matrix, is called 
generalized mean square error (g.m.s.e.). We say that 131 is 
a better estimator than 132 if the g.m.s.e. of fh is less than 
the g.m.s.e.of 132. 
Theorem 4.6.2 
Proof 
The following conditions are equivalent 
(2) m1-m2 > 0 for all n.n.d. B 
(1) implies (2). 
We observe that m. is scalar so we have 
J 
(4.6.3) m. = E (tr ca j - 13 ) I B ca j - B )) J - -= E ( tr { B { f3 • - B } { B . - B ) ' ) } J J -
= tr (E {B {~j-B) CBj-B) ')} 
= tr (B (E ((3 j - B ) ( B j -B ) ' }) 
= tr (B Mj} 
The ref ore 
(4.6.4) So in order to prove that 
iff Mi-M2 is n.n.d. We note that Mi-M2 is symmetric. 
We set M1 -M2 = A. Let l.111 ••• ,µp and u1, ••• 1up be the la-
tent roots and latent vectors respectively, of A, then 
·'. 
I 
(4.6.5) A= '!? 1 µ.u.u! L.i= 1. l. 1. 
Now 
(4.6.6) tr(BA) = 'l? 1 µ.u~Bu., L. i= l. 1. 1. 
or equivalently A is n.n.d. 
(2) implies (1). 
but tr(BA) > 0 if each 
92. 
J.l • > 0 l 
If m1-m2~ O for all B n.n.d. implies tr B(M1-M 2 ) for 
all B n.n.d. implies tr(BA) ~ O implies 
(4.6.7) 
So in order to prove that A is n.n.d. it is necessary to 
prove that the roots of A, i.e. 11 1 , i = l, ••. ,p are 
non-negative ... 
If in (4.6.7) we set B = u 1 ul we have that µ1 ~ O, so 
successively setting B = uiui, i = 2, ... ,p we have µ 2 , ••• ,µp 
are non-negative, i.e. A n.n.d. If M(k) = E(SR-S*) (SR-S*)' 
then Theorem 4.6.3 is analogous to Lenuna 4.5.2. 
Theorem 4.6.3 
Let M{k) = D(k) + f 2 (k) be the second order moment matrix, 
where D(k) = cr 2 (X*'X*+kI)~ 1 (X*'X*) (X*'X*+kI)-~ the dispersion 
matrix, and 
-1 -1 
1'2{k) = k (X*'X*+kI) e~s*'{X*'X*+kI) . Then there 
exists K1 > 0 such that M(O)-i•l(k) is positive definite (p.d.) 
whenever O < k < K1 • 
Proof 





= a 2 (X* 'X*+kI) -i (X* 'X*+kI) (X* 'X*)- 1 (X* 'X*+kI) 






= k(X*'X*+kI)- 1 [(ao/k){(X*'X*+kJt) (X*'X*)- 1 
(X*'X*+kI)-X*'X*}-kS*S*'] (X*'X*+kI) 
-1 
= k(X* 'X*+kI)- 1 [ (cr 2 /k) { (I+k(X* 'X*)- 1 ) (~* 'X*+kI) 
-X*'X*}-kf3*S*') (X*'X*+kI)-
1 
-1 2 . -1 = k(X*'X*+kI) [a {2I+k(X*'X*) }-k8*(3*'] 
(X* 'X*+kI) 
-1 
For k > 0 the matrix of the last relation is p.d. if 
(4.6.9) o 2 {2I+k(X*'X*)-
1
}-kS*S*' is p.d. or equivalently if 
{4.6.10) 2a 2 I-kS*S*' is p.d. 
Since the roots of kf3*S*~ are zero (with multiplicity 
p-1) and kS*'S*, we have that the roots of 
(4.6.11) 2cr 2 I-kf3*f3*' are the 2cr 2 and 2cr 2 -kS*'S*. Because 
2cr 2 > O then the sufficient condition is 2cr 2 -kS*'S* > 0 or 
k < (2o 2 /(3*'!3*). 
Remarks 
(1) We are able to invoke this theorem to show that if 
"' k < (2cr 2 /l3*'6*) then according to the g.m.s.e. criterion SR 
A 
performs better that S*. 
(2) If P is a matrix whose rows are the eigenvectors of 
the X'X and a = PS*, then Theorem 4.5.6 shows that for B = I 
94. 
the upper limit on k may be raised to .0 2 /a~ax, a proportional 
increase of at most p/2. 
( 3) If Xo is our predictor set, then taking 
A 
B = X X' 0 0 
gives the mean square error of X~SR as an estimator of 
X~B*. 
We will now deal with some methods for the selection of k. 
4.7 The method of Hoerl and Kennard (1970) 
According to them the best method for achieving a better 
" SR is to use ki = k for all i, and use the ridge trace to 
" select a single value of k and a unique SR. The following 
four criteria can be used for recognizing the appropriate value 
of k. 
(1) At a certain value of k the system will stabilize 
and will then have general characteristics of an orthogonal 
-i<· 
system. 
(2) Coefficients will not have unreasonable absolute values 
with respect to the factors for which they represent rates of 
change. 
(3) Coefficients with apparently incorrect sign at k = o 
will have changed to have the proper sign. 
(4) The R.S.S. will not have been inflated to an unreason-
able value. It will not be large relative to the minimum re-
sidual sum of squares or large relative to what would be ~ rea-
sonable variance for the process generating the data. 
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- 4.8 The method of Marquardt (1970)' and Marqu·ardt and Snee· (1973) 
The authors suggested using the value of k for which the 
maximum variance inflation factor "VIF 11 is between one and 
ten but, closer to one. The VIF associated with each coeffici-
ent represents the amount by which the variance of the coeffi-
cient is inflated by the correlations between the variables. 
Specifically the VIF's are the diagonal elements of 
var(SR)/cr 2 = (X*'X*+kI)- 1 X*'X*(X*'X*+kI)- 1 • 
4.9 The method of Mallows (1973) 
The author extends the concept of C -plots p to ck-plots 
which may be used to determine k. He suggested plotting ck 
against vk where: 
ck 
R. S .SK 
- n + 2 + 2 tr(X*'L) = a2 
vk = 1 + tr(X*'X*LL') 
L = (X*'X*+kI) 
-1 
X*' 
Here R.S.Sk is the residual sum of squares as a function of 
k. The suggestion is to chose k to minimize ck. 
4.10 The method of McDonald and Galarleau (1975) 
The authors have proposed the following rules: 
Rl. This rule corresponds to least squares estimation and 
is defined as follows: 
Choose k = O 
•,· ~ ' .. 
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The second and the third rules are somewhat similar to each 
other. The choice of k is made in such a way that the squa-
red length of the corresponding ridge estimator equals an esti-
mated squared length of B*. An unbiased estimator of 'B*'B* 
can be obtained as follows: 
(see { 4 • 5 • 3) ) • 
The R2 and R3 rules are defined as follows: 
"' "' R2. Choose k such that B:RBR = Q if Q > O; 
choose k = o otherwise. 
"' " R3. Choose k such that BRSR - Q if Q > O; 
choose k = oo otherwise. 
Remarks 
(1) If Q > O then R2 and R3 define the same type of 
ridge estimator. 
(2) If Q < 0 R2 gives the least squares estimate whil.e 
R3 tives a zero vector as an estimate a*. 
A "' (3) Since SRBR is a decreasing f unqtion of k and app-
roaches zero as k .... oo I these rules are well defined. 
(4) It has been found from simulation studies made by them 
that: 
(i) this method usually chooses a k which is less than 
the k chosen by the ridge trace examination. 
'· 
97. 
(ii) Negative Q occurs in cases where ridge type estima-
tors have the potential for doing much better than 
least squares. 
So defaulting to the least squares estimate in such cases, 
or estimating S* by the zero vector, is unacceptable. It is 
more preferable to default to a constant k-value. Thus to 
summarize choose k such that 
Choose k = k' ot,herwise. 
S'S = Q RR if Q > o. 
4 .11 An explicit solution for generalized ridge regr·ession 
w. Hemmerle (1975} 
The model (1.2.S}can be written as follows: 
(4.11.1) Y* = Wa + e 
where l) a = PS* 
2) W = X*P' 
3) P - is orthogonal matrix such that PX*'X*Pr = 
diag(A1, ••• ,AP) =A contains the eigenvalues.of 
X*'X*. 
The ridge estimator for a is 
(4.11.2) 
where 0 i. = 1,2, •.• ,p. 
0 
We now consider the estimation of ~· 
98. 
" 1. Iterative· estimation· ·of optimaT aR 
Optimal values for the k •IS 
J. 
in (4.11.2) can be considered 
to be those k, IS 
l. 
that minimize 
" " Q = E[(aR-a) '(aR-a)] 
or equivalently those 
(4.11.3) 
k 's i that minimize 
Differentiation of (4.11.3) with respect to the 
the minimization equations 
= 2(Ai+ki)Ai(kiai-cr2)/(Ai+ki)4 
= 0 
for i = 1,2, ••• ,p. 
k. 's yields 
J. 
The X*'X* is a full rank matrix so Ai > 0 for all 
i = 1,2, ••. ,p with the restriction k1 > o, i = l, ••• ,p we 
get i'= 1, ... ,p. The iterative procedure is then 
(4.11.4} 
with initial value ~R . (O} = 
• J. 
i = l, ••. ,p 
j = 1, •.• 
i=l, ••• ,p . 
These obtained values of ki(j) are then used for the calcula-
" tion of aR(j+l) from (4.11.2). 
The new values of ~R2 . ( j+l) 
• J. 




and the k.(j+l) 
l. 
is obtained. The procedure is then repeated. 
In what follows we will give an explicit formulation using the 
matrix notation, and the criteria for divergence and convergence 
are given. 
A 
If we represent the p-vectors W'Y* and aR (j) as diagonal 
matrices we have 
B = [ [:• Y*] 1 
[:' Y* JP l and A. = [!R.l (j) ~R.p(j)]' J 
where. j indicates the iteration. For j = 0 the initial 
value is given· as A0 = A-
1 B. The above iterative procedure is given by 





= [A+cr 2 A°7 2 ]- 1 AAo 
J 
= [A(I+cr 2 A- 1A: 2 )]- 1 AA 0 J 
= [I+cr 2 A- 1A; 2 ]-JIA
0 
If we set D = A/8 2 we have 
( 4 .11. 6) 




= A; 1 (I+D- 1 A~ 2 )A; 1 (I+D- 1A:2 ) 
J J 




are diagonal matrices and can be 




. ~ ~. ' 
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-1 -2 
if we set Ej = D Aj then (4.11.8) becomes 
(4.11.9) Ej+l = E0 (I+Ej)
2 
" If we assume that a1 ~ 0 for all i. = 1, .•• ,p and that there eXist 




because lim E. = 
j+oo J 
Now from (4.11.10) we have 
(4.11.11) E* = E0 [I+E*]
2 
or 
2 -1 (4.11.12) (E*) + .(2I-E 0 )E* +.I = 0 • 
The equation (4.11.12) consists of p-equations of the form 
(e*.) 2 + (2-1/e 0 ) e* + 1 = O 
or e* = (l-2eo±~l-4eo)/2eo· 
We wish to note the following: 
(1) Ai> O for all i = l, ••• ,p because r(X*'X*) = p 
so if a 1 = O implies (W'Y~).= 0 implies l. " aR.i = O, for 
k1 > o consequently we can exclude~ · the ith equation. 
(2) Ej+l = .. E0 (I+Ej) 
2 consists of p-equations of the form 
(4.11.13) ei(j+l) = ei(O) (l+ei(j)) 2 i = l, ••• ,p, where 
e 1 (O), ei (j), e 1 (j+l) are scalars, for C:~_l _ _...i = .1, ••• ,p, and 
j denotes the iteration. 
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(3) Using the following lemma 4.11.1 we can prove for 
all i = 1,2, .•• ,p that e.(j+l) 
1 
converges if 0 < ei(O) < ~ 
and di verges if e. {O) > ~ as j goes to infinity. 
1 
Lemma.4.11.1 
There exist lime. (j+l) = lim (e. (0) (l+e. (j)) 2 ) and it is 
j+oo 1 j+oo 1 1 
a finite number if ei{O) = ~ and is equal to infinity if 
ei (0) > ~- (A generalization of this lemna is given by Theorem 5.6.1) 
Proof ' 
See Technometrics vol. 17, No. 3, 1975 p.311. 
A 
2. Solution for optimal· aR 
Let ei{j) denote the ith equation and the jth iteration, 
then lim ei {j) = e! , i = 1,2, ••• ,p. 
j-+oo 
We have that 
.A 




= 1 i.m aR . ( j ) 
. .1 
J-+OO 
then we set 
A ~:;0 if ei (0) > % 
aR.i~ • 
ai 
if 0 < ei (O) % ::. l+e~ < -1 
'!,, 
(1) et= (l-2ei{O)-{l-4ei(O)) 2 )/2ei(O) 
(2) e. (0) = cr 2 /A.~~ i = l, ••• ,p . 
1 1. 1 
We note the following 
(l} When ai = O, we minimize the ith component of 
(4.11.3) by letting ki approach infinity. 
pr{~R .= O} = pr{e.(O} > ~} 
. .J. J. . 
. 1 
= pr{e. co> < 4} 
l. 
""2 




!2"" But var (I, . a.) = 
J. l. 
1 = cr 2 , so we have that under 
Ai-
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1 t 2 where t 2 e.-co> '\, is the square of the Student t-statistic, 
l. 
which is used to test for zero regression coefficients. 
pr { aR . = 0 I H 0 } = pr { t 2 ~ 4 } 
• l. 
= pr{P1,n-p < 4} 
This probability increase with n-p. 
(2) If we allow the k. 's 
J. 
to become infinite and set 
aR . • J. = 0 if 
in the R.S.S. 
e. (O) > ~4, 
l. 
we may produce a significant increase 
The following methods can be used in order to ·constrain the 
increase in the R.S.S. 
(A) Using the relation (4.2.12) we have 
(4.11.15) 
A A 
6* = R.S.SJaR) - R.S.S.(a) 
Let 6!(j) be the ith component of the jth iteration then 
(4.11.16) = ( ~R . ( j ) - ~ . ) 2 A. 
.l. J. l. 
= 02( 1 
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= cr 2 e~ (j-1)/e. (j) 
J. l. 
,.. 
= { cr 2 I e . ( O) ) • .e ~ { j -1) I { 1 +e ~ ( j-1) ) 2 • 
l. l. J. 
It is easy to show that 6.i(j) is an increasing function of j 
because e 1 Cj) > ei(j-1). 
We have 
(4.11.17) lim 6.j_ (j) = &2e* if e
1 
{O) < ~ 
j+oo i -
lim 6.j_(j) = o2 /e1 {0) if ei (O) > ~ . j-+«> 
The 6.* can be written in the jth iteration as 
(4.11.18) 6.* (J') = tJ? t:,.+: (J") = a 2 ~P e~ (J"-1)/e. (J') li=l 1 li=l l. l. 
so 
(4.11.19) lim 6.j = cr 2 (.J: el + 
j+oo 
e. (O) <~ 
l. -
Now suppose that we want the R.S.S. to be increased by no more 
than lOOM% so that 6.* ~ M(n-p) ~2 = M*. · .. 
We distinguish two cases 
(i) lim 6.*. < M* 
j+oo J 
then the $Olution in {4.11.14) satisfies the above constraint. 
(ii) if M* < lim 6.*. 
j+oo J 
In this case we constrain each component 
and ~p M* = M* £. i=l i 
as follows 
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The advantage is due to the fact that no iteration is required. 
We can assume that 
(4.11.20) 





• A ,A 2 = lim (aR.i-ai) Ai 
k.-+oo 
1 
= lim k~ ([W'Y] .) 2 /A. (/,.+k.) 2 
k 
l. l. . l. l. l. 
• -+oo 
1 
= klim kiAi~f/(Ai+ki}2 
• .+oo 
l. 
2"'2 2 = klim kia /ei(O) (Ai+k1 } 
• -+oo 
l. 
= cr 2 /e. (O) 
l. 
Then whenever "' a 2 e~ < M~ we use {4.11.14) to obtain 
l. - l. 
aR . ; 
• l. 




!::.~ = M~ 
l. l. 
and solve the 
"' k1~a
2 = M~e. {O) {A.+k.) 2 
11 . J. 1 
Then for k. > O we have 
l. 
One way to apportion M* is to make its components 
portional to the individual components of (4.11.19). 
We make M~ 
1 
proportional to R, • 
1 
e. (0) < ~ 
1 -
where 




Following this procedure we are assured that (4.ll.20} will hold 
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for all i = 1,2, .•. ,p since et< l/ei(O) for ei(O) < ~ 
and M* < lim ~j· 
j-+oo 
(B) If one is reluctant to allocate M* and constrain the in-
dividual component of ~*, then the alternative is to 
perform the recursion given by (4.11.9) evaluating ~eh given 
"2 -1 2 by cr trace(Ej Ej~l) at each step. 
We would stop the recursion whenever 6(j) > M*. Then 
Ej-l would be used for limiting E* matrix in evaluating 
"' aR . • J. for all i by (4.11.14), irrespective of the value of 
4. 12 The method of Guilkey and Murphy ( 197 5) 
'" The authors suggested the following two algorithms for the · .· \, 
selection of k. Their methods are called directed ridge --
regression tec~niqu~s {D.R.T.T.}. 
D.R.T.T. (1) 
Step l: Determine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the X*'X* 





p = [ '] 
p 
w = X*P' 
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where A1 , ••• ,AP are the eigenvalues and P is the matrix 
whose :·-rows are the eigenvectors of X* 'X*. 
A -1 A 
Step 2: Find a = A W'Y* = PS* and (j 2 
k~ ( 0) 
"'2 
k~ ( 0) Step 3: Find 
(J 
and set = 
1 "'2 1 
ai 
that A. > -c 10 Amax, c-constant. 
l. -
Step4: Find the directed ridge estimator 
a*(O) = A~!w!Y* 
where 11.+k* = 
~ +k*l p p 
Step 5: Re-estimate 
= 0 for i such 
Step 6: Repeat Steps 4 and 5 until stabilization is achieved; 
say, on the mth iteration. By the term stabilization the 
authors mean that the change in a*'a* is one or five or ten 
percent from one iteration to the next. 
Step 7: Determine SR= ~a*(m). 
D.R.T.T. (2) 
A 
Step 1: Calculate (3* and a~ using O.L.S. 
Step 2: Find the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of X*'X* 
and form W = X*P'. 
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Step 3: Let k. = k, and allow 
1 
k to increase until the un-
explained variance has increased from "2 (J 
Step 4: Determine BR = F'a* where A -1 a* = Ak W'Y*. 
Notes and Remarks 
(l} k is added in D.R.T.T.(2) to the diagonal element of A 
-c 
if the corresponding . Ai < 10 . \nax· 
(2) q is taken to be 10%. 
{3} We have relatively good results if we take as stabi-
lization criterion 1%. 
(4) The directed ridge estimation will result in estimates 
of $*, less biased than the estimate proposed by Hoerl and 
Kennard, because we change only the diagonal elements of the 
A-matrix corresponding to small eigenvalues. 
(5) It is possible that the estimates which are obtained 
using the above algorithms to have smaller mean square error 
than those which are obtained using the ridge trace. 
(6) There are some arbitaries involved in the above methods, 
e.g. 
{i) In choosing c (the authors took c = 1 or 2 or 3). 
(ii) In defining the term stabilization. 
"2 
(7) We use as an estimate of the cr which is very 
2 "2 a. a. 
J. l. 
"2 likely a poor est.llnate in view of the tendency of a 1 to 
overestimate 
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4.13 The method of· Hoerl and Kennard (1976) 
The authors' method can be stated as follows: 
"' "'2 SteE 1: ( i) Find '3 * and CJ using the O.L.S. 
p "'2 (ii) Find ko 
CJ = ,... ,... 
S*'S* 
,... 
"' (X*'X*+k 0 I)-
1 X*'Y* (iii) Find SR = SR (k o) = 
E 
"2 
SteE 2: (i) Find ki = CJ ,... ,... 
SR(ki-1) SR(ki ... 1> 
"' -1 (ii) Find SR (ki) = (X* I X*+k. I) X*'Y*. 1 
Repeat (i) and (ii) in Step 2, and as a stopping rule use anyone 
of the following criteria. 
Criterion l: If otherwise stop 
,... 
and take as an estimate of S* the ridge estimate SR(k1); 
o is taken to be equal to -1 -1 3 0 20 x (trace(X*'X*) /p) ' • 
,... "' 
Criterion 2: If SRCk1 )SRCk1 ) < continue; 
"' otherwise stop and use SR(k1). 
Proposition 4.13.l 
Criterion 1 is equivalent to Criterion 2. 
Proof 
{Criterion 1 implies Criterion 2.) 
k. 1 i-
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(4.13.1) = k--:-"'2 --





( 4 .13. 2) (k. -k. 1
> I k
1
. 1 > o implies l. 1- - ~ < 1/1+6. i 
From (4.13.1) and (4.13.2) implies Criterion 2. (Criterion 2 
implies Cri~erion 1). 
The proof is similar to the above. 
Notes and Remarks 




6 > 0 implies ~ < l l+o 
The simulat:to."l study shows: 
(i) There is a significant reduction in M.S.E. using the 
Ci-criterion and making more than one iteration. The 
improvement in M.S.E. becomes greater as X*'X* be-
comes less condition. 
(ii) More than one iteration is needed in the solution in 
which X*'X* is moving toward ill-conditioned matrix. 
{iii) The Ci-criterion produces an error distribution with 
smaller standard deviation. 
(iv) The ridge estimator based on a-criterion has a proba-
bility greater than 0,5 of producing estimates with 
smaller M.S.E. than the least squares. 
.;. "·' ·,·" 
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(5) The first step of the above algorithm has been proposed as 
a method for selecting k by Hoerl, Kennard and Baldwin 
(1975). 
4.14 The method of Lawless and Wang (1976) 
Consider the model A
8 
as in {1.2.5). There exists an 
orthogonal matrix· P such that PX*'X*P' =A, where 
A= diag{A 1 , ••• ,Ap) contains the eigenvalues of X*'X*. Let 
W = X*P' and a= PS*. Then the model in {l.2.5) can be 
written as 
(4.14.l) Y* = Wa+e, ~ ~ N(O,a 2 I) 
The O.L.S. estimator for a is 
{4.14.12) 
A -1 A 
a = A W'Y* = PS* 
-Consider any particular estimator S* of S*, with a =PS* 
as the corresponding estimator of a. Then Lawless and Wang 
{1976) have proposed as a measure of goodness of an estimator 
the total mean square error'of prediction. This is given by 
The authors said if one temporarily adopts a Bayesian approach 
and assumes that a· = PS* has a prior distribution that is 
N (0, cr~I) (this is equivalent to assuming S* ~ N (O, o~I)) , 
-then the Bayes estimator for a is aB, i.e. 
'"' \ 
( 4 .14 • 4) aB . = , l. A.+cr 2 /cr 2 
1 a 
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(i = 1, ... ,p) 
Since and O' 2 a are unknown to us we must estimate them. 
Since X*'X* is in a correlation form tr(X*'X*) = 
\P A = p: thus unconditionally 
L. i=l i 
we might therefore estimate by 
authors have chosen to estimate it by 
The 
since cr~ 
will presumably be much larger than cr 2 this should provide 
a reasonable estimate of a2;a2 a • 
4.15 New Ridge regression - H. Vinod (1976) 
The disadvantages of using .the ridge trace as it has been 
proposed by Hoerl and Kennard (see 4.7) are stated as follows: 
(1) The k on the horizontal axis cannot be used for plot-
ting generalized ridge regression defined by 
A A 
BR = P 'diag (A i/)1.1 +k1, A2/A2+k2, ••. , AP/AP +kp) P$* where 
k1 > O for all i = l, •.• ,p. 
(2) The k scale has the unfortunate property that the 
ridg.e trace may appear to be more stable for larger · k even 
for completely orthogonal data, because of the 
S* for X*'X* = I. 
(l+k) 2 
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Definition 4·;15 .1 
The multicollinearity allowance m is. given by the 
m = p - I~_ 1A./(A.+k1.) = p - l~-l 01. l.- 1 . 1 .l.-
Proposition 4.15.2 
Having m on the horizontal axis of the ridge trace will 
not give an appearance of greater stability at larger m. 
Proof 
From Definition 4.15.1, if we take ki = k, we have 
So 
( 4 .15. 3) 
A A dD . ao 
PR PR 
am: = ak 
"' . = -Gl3* /S 
dk 
dm 
For completely orthogonal data s becomes p/ (l+k) 2 , ( P/S} G = I, 
as· 
and dmR = -S*/p which does not change with m. 
The condition (p/S)G = I previously stated will not ·l:)e 
satisfied fbr non-orthogonal data, and the absolute values of 
the elements of (p/S)G - I will be large. This suggests 
the following definition. 
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Definition 4.15.3 
The index of stability of relative magnitudes (ISRM) of 
" SR., defined for m < p by 
I l. 
Note that ISRM = 0 for X*'X* = I. 
An important advantage of ISRM as a quantification of 
Hoerl and Kennard's concept of stable region is that in most 
cases ISRM yields a considerably narrow range of desirable 
values for m. Moreover the theoretical advantage of ISRM is 
,.. 
that it is not stochastic. The SR . plotted in a ridge 
, l. 
trace are stochastic, hence their visual inspection leads to a 
stochastic determination of k(or m). 
Choice of· m, consequences and trade offs 
The monotonic behaviour of var (BR . ) 
, l. 
and 
(see Theorem 4. 5 .3 ) make it' di ff icul t to 
use them for choosing m because they seem to always favou·r 
a larg·er m while ignoring the bias completely. 
Any linear transformation does not change the heuristic 
- ;... A -~ ratio t 1 - SR,i/cr(gii) whose distribution unfortunately in-
volves unknown Bi (i = l, ••. ,p) except when k = O = m. 
For orthogonal data X*'X* =I and g - g ii - jj" 
Define 
,.. 
SR . ,1 to be more significant than aR . ,J when 
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\t. I > It.I which may be assumed to imply that 
J. J 
Pr{IBII > O} > Pr{!B;I > O} and hence the true I B~ I > I B": I 
J. J 
holds with high probability. Therefore we: may require the 
estimates to be numerically larger than lsR ·I. ,J 
In general the off diagonal elements of the X*'X* can be 
large and g .. 
l.1 
and g .. can be so unequal that more signif i-
JJ 
A A 
cant BR .. may not be numerically larger than SR .. 
I ]. 'J 
So we suggest a scatter plot of against lt. I 
1 
having p-points for different values of m. Then we compute 
the ordinary correlation coefficient (~) between the 
(I BR, i I, I ti I) i = 1, ... ,p for each different m. In this way 
... 
the monotonicity of var(BR .) can be avoided by considering only 
I J. ... 
the relative magnitude of !BR,il and !ti\ for a given m. 
As m increases, there 1.'is a degradation of the fit. To 
avoid those choices of m that lead to serious degradation, 
we assess the fit of the model in the original units with co-
efficients as they are given by (l.2.6). But even so both 
R.s.s. and R2 are monotonic and tend to favour ·a smaller m. 
\P ... These are being the trade off against li=lvar(BR,i)' which 
is also monotonic and tends to favour a larger m. 
How to improve the goodness-of-fit 
We know that as m increases, the actual magnitudes of 
,... 
BR . shrink toward zero. 
I J. 
This may not be appropriate for 
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some applications. 
Let µ denote a scale factor for rescaling the elements 
" " " "' of BR ., so each BR . becomes µBR . and hence Y* 
'l. ,1 I ]. 
" becomes µY* keeping the relative magnitude of SR . un-
I l. 
changed. The µ can be found as follows 
A A A 
minimize the R.s.s.· = (Y*-µY*) (Y-µY*), where Y* = X*$R. 
So taking the partial derivative with respect to µ ·. and set-
ting the result equal to zero, we find 
The work that:we must do when we use the new ridge method 
is summarised as follows: 
(a) We construct the following table for different values of m: 
m k R2 ISRM ~ µ 
m1 ki R~ ISRM1 ~l µl 
m2 k2 R2 2 ISRM2 ~2 \J2 
k3 R2 ISRM3 
2 
ml R µ3 3 m3 
m4 k1t R2 4 ISRM1t R2 mi+ l.14 
(b) We choose the m from the above table which satisfies sim-
ultaneously the following: 
(1) ISRM is minimum 
(2) ~ is maximum 
(3) R2 is maximum 
" (c) From (b} we compute aR and then we rescale the elements 
('-
of SR using the corresponding µ. 
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4 .16 A crl tical view o·f Ridge re·gres·s·ion 
(i) Hoerl and Kennard establish only the existence of a k 
leading to smaller mean square error than the variance of least 
squares estimator. There is no guarnatee that any particular 
choice of k improves in the least squares estimator. 
(ii) Since k E (o,ll chosen by their method is estimated 
from the data, it is not a constant but rather a variable, so 
"' the moments of BR(k) for fixed k are not the moments of the 
estimator which is used in practice .. 
(iii) Stability of the ridge trace is a trivial property of 
BR= (X*'X*+kI)X*'Y as k increases .. It is easy to show that 
1
non-orthogonal system 
-1 "' . ...1 
. ~Z(X*':X.*) ze z = I+k (X* 'X*) 
,,.,,,.. ___ .. 
~· 
~,~-
l " B* the system is orthogonal 
(l+k) 2 
"' So even if the matrix is perfectly conditioned BR values would 
change more slowly with increasing k. 
(iv) In any case, any procedure based on inspecting the 
slopes of the ridge trace plots could have a high associated 
error variance if X*'X* is ill-conditioned .. 
The average variance of the slopes is given by the formula 
{4.16.1) 
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The quantity in (4.16.1) will be large if k is small. For 
example if A. . = 0,05 min and k = 0,1 then that term of the sum 
will be !:::100. This term will be small if k is very large, 
but the idea of ridge regression is that small value of k will 
achieve optimum mean square error. 
(v) In Model ( 4 .14. 1) the ridge estimator of the a.-
J. 
component is given by 
,... A.. 
A J. (4.16.2) aR . = >.i+k 
a. 
,1 1 
), . ,... A 1 • 
Because k > 0 A..+k ~ .L so aR . < ai.· So if >.i is small 
l. 
,1 
the least squares estimator has large variance so could 
over-estimate or under-estimate ai. If we had an idea of the 
A 
value of ai we could judge whether ai was an over-estimate 
or under-estimate. If an over-estimate, we would like to re-
duce it, and if an under-estimate to increase it. But ridge 
estimator reduces it in both cases. 
Since the !3i are functions of the ai' the ridge pro-
cedure could 11 worsen 11 some estimates of the Si. An estimate 
that had the "wrong" sign because a~ ai was over-estimated 
could change to the right sign, but if the sign were 11 wrong 11 
because an a 1 was under-estimated, the ridge procedure could 
worsen the results. Changes from the right to the wrong sign 
are also possible. 
(vi) The ridge estimator of 8 in the linear model can 
be expected to be better than the least square estimate when 
the orientation of the true regression vector coincides with 
eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue of X*'X*. 
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4 .17 Shrinkage·-e·stim·ators 
The estimators of this type are divided in two classes. 
(i)' Detertnihistic shrunken estimators, i.e. CA. = A.B 
A. E [O,oo), A. is a fixed scalar. 
A 
"" (ii). Stochastic shrunken estimator, i.e. aA = A.S where 
. 2 
A A /, = P(S'S) A A is a scalar function of S'S. 
In this section we examine the estimators of Stein (1960), 
of Sclove (1968) as well as the estimators proposed by 
Goldstein and Smith (1973). The ridge estimator is derived 
as a special case of the Goldstein and Smith estimator. Some 
generalizations are given. Other results concerning the 
shrinkage estimator will be given in Section 4.18, where we 
"' consider linear transformations of a. 
The first estimator that we consider is the Stein estimator. 
(a) Steih shrinkage estimatc>r tl960) 
Consider the Model A with Xi-orthogonal and independent 
variables. It is assumed that· the. 1'regression plane" passes 
through the origin. Let S( 2 ) = X'Y be the maximum likeli-
A 
hood estlinator of Cl ( 2) PA • The following general theorem due 
to Banachik (1970) can be used to obtain the estimator of Stein. 
Theorem 4. 17 . 1 
Consider the Model A and the following assumptions 
"' ( i) B '\, (S, a 2 I) and p _: 3 
- - -(ii) The loss function L(B;B,a 2 ) = (8-B) 1 (S-B)/a 2 
where S is an ffeStimator of S 
"' "' (iii) F = B' B/S, .. where 
" { 2 ) 
8 = BA 
s 'V a2x2 
n-p and independent of 
(iv) r(.) is monotone, nondecreasing 
( v} o < r ( • ) < 2 ( p-2) / Cn-p+ 2) 
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Then relative to the loss function in (ii) an estimator of 
the form: 
A A 
cp ( S , S) - ( 1-r ( F) /F). f3 is better than 8 • 
Before we give the proof we give some definitions. 
We define risk of an estimator to be the expected value 
of the loss function. So <!>(S,S) will be a better estimator \ 
' 
' " than !3 if the risk of cf>{f3,S) is less than the risk of s. •, 
Proof 
Since the B is the maximum likelihood estimator of S 
it will be sufficient to show that 
A A 
(4.17.1) E~¢((3,S) - Sll 2 - EllS-1312 is not positive for all 
parameter values of (S,cr 2 ). Setting g(F) = l-r(F)/F, 
(4.17.1) becomes 
1 A A A 
<4.17.2) ·tcs•sg 2 CF» - 2S'ECgCF>B> + 11s11 2 - pa 2 
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Computing conditionally given S = s, we obtain the con-
ditional expectations (4.17.3) - (4.17.8). 
E [ 2 2 2( 2. 2 • a Xp+2kg a X p+2kl/s)] 
where is chi-square random variable with p+2k degrees 
of freedom. To compute 
A A A A 
(4.17.4) S'E(g(F)S) = B'E[g(B'B/s)S], 
we choose coordinate system so that the first coordinate axis 
lies along e. This does not affect the values of cr 2 and s. 
Then (4.17.4) is equal to 
"' "' "' (4.17.5) llBllE(g(l3 1 8/s)l3i) 
"' "' where 131 is the first coordinate of e. 
Writing out (4.17.5) in terms of the distribution of 13 it 
becomes 
a 211 S II e -II s 11 2 /2 a 2 d [ J J 
·;2 (ilTDT ••• . g(Ebi/s) (2 '1Tcr2)P u11 PH 
or 
(4.17.6) 
-II 11 2 2 II sll 2120
2 
0 2 1181~ · 13 · l 2a ~ e E (g Ccr 2 x2 · l/s)) dul311 . p+2k1 
where k1 is Poisson random variable with mean II Sii 2 /2cr 2 • 
Thus (4.17.5) equals 
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Combining (4.17.3} and (4.17.7} and noting E(2ki). = 11§JL: , 
cr2 
( 4 .17. 2) (conditional on S = s) becomes 
(4.17.8) 
cr2x2 a2x2 
•{E(x2 g2( p+2k)}-4kE(g( .P+2k\}-p+2k} 
p+2k s s I 
Averaging (4.17.8) over s and writing s = cr 2 x~-p' we 
see that the theorem will be proved if we show that 
is not positive for each value k = 0,1, ••• 
In the computation which follows we write 
and will use the notation 
(4.17.10) r(U) = (1-g(U}}U 
.and the fact that 
(4.17.11) g(U) > 1 _ 2Cp-2} u-1 n+2-p 
u = x2 /x2 p+2k n-p 
It follows from (4.17.10) and the fact that E(X~+2k) = p+2k 
that (4.17.9) is equal to 
E{ -2r (U) x2 +r (U} ( 1-g (U}) .x 2 +4kr (U) /U} n-p n-p 
which is 
{ 4. 17 .12) E{ r (U) X~-p (-1-g (U) +4k/x~+2k)} 




E{r (U) Z} = ,Ex2 {E{r <xp2 +2k/x~l z I x~-p}} n-p p 
= 2 . { (4 2 _.E:.£ 2 )/ 2 } z Xn-p -2+ k+ n-p+2 Xn-p Xp+2k 
we define the constant a 
-2+(4k+2 p-2 x2 )/a = o n-p+2 n-p 
by 
where 
From condition (iv) we have the inequality 
= r(a/x 2 )ECzlx 2 ) n-p n-p 
= r(a/x~-p>x~{-2+(4k+2 ~~~X~-p)/(p-2+2k} 
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Multiplying through by (p-2+2k)/2(p-2) and using (4.17.13) 
and (4.17.14), we see that ~(8,S) will have minimum risk if 
( 4 .17 .15) E{r( 22k + p-2 )x2 {-l+x2 /(n+2-p)}} n-p+2 n-p n-p 
Xn-p 
is less than or equal to O. But, (4.17.15) is bounded above 
by 
rf\ 2k+p:~\)E{x 2 {-l+x2 /~'l-p+2)}1x 2 <n-p+2}P{x 2 <n-p+2} n-p n-p n-p n-p n-p 




The above theorem will be used to obtain the estimator of 
Stein and of Alam and Thompson. 
(1) Setting r equal to a constant c we obtain the Stein 
estimator for O < c < 2 (p- 2 ) n-p+2 These estimators may be im-
proved by replacing (1-c/F} by max{ 0, 1-c/F}. It is worth 
noting that the "improved" estimators also satisfy the con-
ditions of the theorem (here we take r(F} = c if c < F, 
and equal to F, otherwise}. 
(2) Setting r(F) 
-1 = c/(l+cF ) where (O< c< ((p-2)/(n-p+2)) 
" " 
( B (3 )" we have x ,... B 
8'(3+cS 
The estimator given by Alam and Thompson. 
(3) Define <
c : o ~ c ~ Cp-2)/(n-p+2) 
f (F) 
o otherwise 
Then the estimator is given by 
1-c/F)B if F > c 
c)l($) -
if F < c 
(b) Sclove shrinkage estimator (1968) 
if F > c 
Consider the model in (4.14.1) Y* = Wa + e, e "'N(O,cr 2 I). 
Suppose that we partition a as (a 1 ,a2 ), where a 1 is a 
m-component vector and a 2 is a q-component vector (m+q = p), 
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in such a way so that the components of a 2 are corresponding 
to the q-variables with smallest eigenvalues (i.e. less than 
0' 03) • We also partition P = (P 1 ,P 2 ) in order to conform 
to a = ( a 1 , a 2 ) • 
If we want to test the hypothesis 
we use the following statistic 
If F* < n-E c then a2 = O, where c is a constant which q 
will be determined later on. 
"' Use of the Sclove estimator Ss' where 
(4.17.16) as 
< n-p /1(~1 ) if F* q c 
............ 
~pa +(1-c(R.S.S.(a))\p a 
11 "'"' )22 
a~a 2 
n-p if F* > q c 
and c € (0,2(q-2)/(n-p+2)), corresponds to making a prelimi-
nary test of the hypothesis a 2 = O, at a level of significance 
a. dictated by the value c such that a = Pr{F > · Cn-p) c} By 
c c q,n-p q · 
takinrr c = c 0 = g-
2 
2 the values of a = PdF > (n-p) (q-2) 'q Cn-™-2}} are -~ n-p- c q,n-p r ~· 
given in Table (4.17.A), -~or .n-p = q and for n-p = oo. 
Note that lim (n-p) (q- 2 ) = q - 1 
n~oo q(n-p+2) q 
The asymptotic distribution of F q,n-p as is 
Hence 
Clearly as q 
ac ~ Prob{x~q > (q-2')/q} = Prob{x~ > q-2}. 
increases this probability decreases to ~-
125. 
We note that for the value c = c 
0 
it has not been shown 
if it is optimal or not optimal. It is seen that use of 
(4.17.16) with c = c
0 
correspond to testing the hypothesis 
a 2 = O at a very large significance level. In this sence, 
then, good values for ac need not necessarily be low. 
However, one has a better chance of coming out with a simple 
regression equation if ac is small. Taking c larger 
makes a_ c smaller. In fact we can take c = 2c = 2{q-2)/ 0 
(n-p+2) and still have an estimator that is as good as the 
ordinary one. 
I { 0 0 I n-p=q I 
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(c) Goldstein-Smith (1973) 
Consider the Model As. We know there exist orthogonal 
Q, nxn, and P, pxp, such that. 
(4.17.17) PX*'X*P' =A= 
and 
(4.17.18) QX*P' = D = [A:] 
where A~ = diag{~, If;, ... ,/A.p}. 
Writing z = QY*, y =PS, v = Qe, we obtain 
(4.17.19) z = Dy+v, v ~ N(O,a 2 I) explicity 
zi"' N(/>,i yi,cr2) i = l,. • • ,p 
z1 "' N(O,cr
2
) i = p+l, ••• ,n. 
It is easy to show that i = 1,2, ••. ,p. 
we focus on estimators of the form YG . = 
I J. 
with 
jc.z. j < jz./1)..
1
. I. 




Then we consider ci = c1 (1A. 1 ,k) such that 
1 
/A.i 
c 1 (v'X"":'",k)//f:" < o for all k > o 
l. l. 
For any y, there exist k > 0 such that 
\ 
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" YG,i ~ cCfX1 1 k)zi has smaller mean square error than 









2 (l/AJ +c. (J· 1. l. 
< X'i. ( l/AJ ?..z_c. 
' l. J. 
i = 1,2, •.• ,p. 
The properties of ci in (4.17.20) ensure the existence 
of k such that (4.17.21) is satisfied. 
Now if we define: 
(4.17.22) 
A 1" eG = PyG where i=l,2, ••• ,p 
then we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.17.3 
A 
For any 13*, there exists k > 0 such that, for 13* G 
defined by (4.17.22), f3G,i has smaller mean square error than 
the corresponding least squares 13!, for all i = 1,2, ••• ,p. 
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We wish to note the following: 
v'Ai 
(1) If we take c(/Ai 1 k) = (A.+k) , then the estimator BG 
J. 
defined in (4.17.22) is the ridge estimator SR (see 4.2.1) • 
(2) If we take 
estimator !3* G 
. i = 1,2, ... p then the 
is the generalized ridge estimator. 
(3) We can also alter the manner in which the A.. enter in 
J. 
the expression for ci. 
taking 
One such alternative is obtained by 
i. = 1,2, ••• ,p 
where rn is an integer. 
We can see that the requirements of (4.17.20) are satis-
fied, and, for m ~ 2, has the effect of making the analysis 
more sensitive to variation in the eigenvalue spectrum. 
4 .18 Linear· transEortrrs· oE 6. 
In this section we consider estimators which belong to 
the following class. 
Definitioh 4.18.1 
A 
Let C denote the class of linear transforms of f3. 
... ... A 
c = {a: a = AS for some A E Mpxp}. 





2 -1 Var{aA) =a A (X'X) A' 
The mean square error is given by 
cr 2 tr (A' (X'X)-1A) +S 1 (A-I)' (A-I) S 
- - -(4) R.S.S.(aA) = {Y-XaA) '(Y-XaA) 
A A A 
= R.S .s. (S) + s I (A-I) 'X 'X(A-I) s 
= R.S.S. CS) + L* (A) 
The (4) attains its minimum when A - I. 
Consider now the following mapping: 
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(4.18.1) y : M ~ R+ : A~ y(A) pxp : = L*(A) def 
= S' (A-I) 'X'X(A-I)S 
which is not 1-1. 




(T) =·{A€ Mpxp : S' (A-I)X'X(A-I) a = T} 
Definition 4.18.2 
Let C (T) be a subclass of C such that aA € C (1) iff 
0 
Then 
C(T) = {aA 
0 
€ C(i:) with 
If we take as equivalence relation the R.S.S., then C(T) with 
this relation consists of an equivalence class (E.C.) or orbit 
within the class C. 
As a criterion for selection the optimal estimator can be 
considered the minimization of the norm of the estimator. 
In fact different norms lead to different estimators, and 
there is no reason for preferring one norm or another. 
\ 
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Thus it is probably much better to choose an estimator 
which has minimum total variance among all estimators in a 
given equivalence class. 
Suppose the criterion for selecting an estimator from an 
equivalence class is to choose the estimator, which has minimum 
Euclidean length (norm) • Let 
A A 








= (k(X*'X*) +I) 
ll~A II 
0 
= min II ~All 
C(t) 
for k > 0 and 
Hint: We differentiate the Lagrangian expression 
aA € C(t} 
0 
~ ~ -1 A A 
F = t3* I A I AS* +k [ s *I (A-I) 'X* 'X* (A-I) B*-C] 
with respect to A and setting the derivative equal to zero. 
Proposition 4.18.4 
- A A 
Let the norm be II a II a 'A' (X 'X) Aa. A d = µ µ If 
A1 =AI, A E [0,1] and >.-fixed sc;;;tlar 
then 
II CA 11 d = min n aAll d I where II ll d is the design dependent nonn. 
C(T) 
·Hint: We form and differentiate the Lagrangian·expression 
A A A A 
F = B'A'X'XAB+A[B'(A-I) 'X'X(A-I)B~C] 
which yields 
Setting 3F = O 3A 
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"" 2AX 1 XSS 1 + A[2AX'X!3!3' - 2X'X!3!3'] 
and solving for A. 
Since aA = A$ = CA we have shown that both the ridge 
l 
estimator and the shrunken estimator are minimum length esti-
mators with respect to the appropriate norms. 
Proposition 4.18.5 
Let A2 = oSS'(I+oSS')-
1 
for some o E [0, 00), if 




) =min var(aA). 
C(T) 
Hint: We minimize the R.s.s.(aA) -1 subject to tr(A' (X 1X) A)=C 
using the Lagrangian multiplier. 
Lemma 4.18.6 
"" 1 "' " - "" cr+oss • > - = r.-<1+os•sr 1 oss • 
Proof 
""' Since oSS' is a pxp matrix of rank 1 it has a single 
eigenvalue 
1' A A 
A = oS'S. There exists an orthogonal matrix P 
such that PoSS'P = diag(A,0, •.. o) =A. The ref ore 
"" (I+oSS')- 1 = "" -1 P'P(I+ot313') P'P 
"" -1 = P'(I+Pot3$'P') P 
, .. 
Proposition 4.18.7 
-1 = p I (I+f\.) p 
-1 = P'[diag(l+A.,1, ••• ,1)] P 
-1 = P'diag((l+A.) , l, ••• ,l)P 
-1 = P'[I-diag(A.(l+A.) , O, ••• ,O]P 
-1 = P'[I-(l+A.) diag(A.,O, ••• ,O)]P 
-1 AA 
= I-(l+A.) ot313' 




of Proposition 4.18.5 can be written 
A A A A A A A a = o[l3'13-(l+ol3'13)- 1 o(l3'13) 2 ]13 and is a shrunken estimator. 
Aa 
as 
Hint: We use the above lemma. 
_Proposition 4.18.8 
The following results can be shown 
"' (1) aA2 = 0 if 0 = 0 
... " ~ " " l (2) aA2 = B if 0 = -2- {$'$)-
(3) The absolute value of the aA2 is 
of o. 
We notice the following: 
The difference between CA. 
for the following two reasons: 
and 
an increasing function 
is minimal· in practice 
(i) Suppose the R.S.S. is fixed and C(-r) is determined, 
then if and CA. belong to C{-r) they are ident~cal. 
• 
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(ii) If in practice the shrinkage factor is chosen after 
observing· e then the shrunken estimator being used 
is stochastic whether.it is of the form CA or 
aA2° 
How to choose the optimal o. 
(1) By plotting the elements of a against 6 and using 
Az 
the stability criteria as is proposed by Hoerl and 
Kennard (see 4.7). 




PRINCIPAL COMPONENT REGRESSION 
5.1 Introdu~t~on 
The method of principal components has been known for many 
years, and has been discussed in many different ways by a variety 
of authors, for example Kendall (1957), Anderson (1958), Massy 
(1965) , Hawkins (1973) and Greenberg (1975) • 
In this chapter we derive the principal components from the 
correlation matrix and we give some methods of selecting the cqm-
ponents with emphasis on the generalized inverse method. Finally 
a method called Latent Root Regression Analysis (LRRA) will be ·.._ · 
treated. 
Consider the standardized matrix of Model As (see (1.2.5)). 
Our aim is to find a linea~ transformation of the set of p-
variates of X* into a new set denoted by · W, where the new set 
has certain desirable properties. These properties are: 
(1) The e.lements of W are uncorrelated with each other in the 
sample. 
(2) The first element of W will have the maximum possible var• 
iance, the second, the maximum possible variance an:iong 
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those uncorrelated with the first, and so forth. 
Let 
(5.2.1) w 1 = X*v1 denote the first new variable, where w1 is 
an n-element vector and v
1 
is a p-element vector. The sum 




We wish to choose v 1 to maximize In order to avoid 
making w{w 1 large we impose the following constraint 
(5.2.3) v'v = 1 l l 
The problem now is to maximize (5.2.2) subject to (5.2.3). 
We define F = v;x*'X*v 1 - A1 (v~v 1 -l) where A1 is a 
()F 
Lagrange multiplier. Setting = O, we have 
avl 
(5.2.4) (X*'X*)v =Av 
l l l 
Thus v 1 is the latent vector of X*'X* corresponding to the 
latent root >- 1 • From (5.2.2) and (5.2.4) we see that 
root of X*'X*. When the variables are not collinear, the 
X*'X* will be positive definite and thus will have positive 
latent roots. 
Now define w2 = X*v2. We wish to choose V2 to maximize 
The reason for the second condition is that w2 is to be 
uncorrelated with w1 • 
where are the Lagrange multipliers. 
equal to zero, so 
(5.2.5) 
Premultiply by v' l we have 
2v'X*'X*v -µ = O l 2. 
But 
or 
we conclude that jJ = o. 
So (5.2.5) can be written as 
(5.2.6) (X*'X*)v =I. v 2 2 2 
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We set 
where /.. 2 should be chosen as the second largest latent roQt of 
X*'X*. 
We can proceed in this way for each of the p latent roots 
of X*'X* and thus form an orthogonal matrix 
{5.2.7) 
Now the p-principal components of X* are given by the 
(nxp) matrix W 
(5.2.8) W = X*P 
Moreover 
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(5.2.9) W'W = P'X*'~*P =A= .f:>.. 1 oj 
l~· :>.. J . p 
If the rank of X* were r < p, then p-r latent roots would 
be zero and the variation in the X*'s could be expressed in 
terms of r independent variables. Even if X* is a full 
rank matrix some of the A.'s may be fairly close to zero so 
that a small number of principal components account for a sub-
stantial proportion of the variance of the X*'s. 
The total variatiqn in the X*'s ·is given by 
(5 2 lo) tn X*2+tn X*2 . • • L j=l j 1 l j=l j 2+ +2~ x~
2 = tr(X*'X*) = p 
J=l JP 
But tr(P'X*'X*P) = tr(X*'X*PP') 
= tr(X* 1X*) 
so from (5.2.9) we have 
(5.2.11) tP t~ X~~ = t (X*'X*) 
l i=ll J=l ;J 1: r 
= t~ lA.. l J.=· J. 
-- . I + Wi W1 
= p 
••• + 
Thus A. 1 /p, A. 2/p, ••. ,A. /p represent the proportional contribu-p 
tion of each principal component to the total variation of the 
X*'s. 
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Important.note: Massy (1965) and some other authors scale the 
components so that all of them have equal variations. 
These scaled principal components will be denoted by W* 
rather than W; they are defined by 
-!.:: 
W* = X*(A 2P) 
The coefficient matrix -~ A P is the inverse of the one 
ordinarily obtained in a factor analysis equation 
X* = W*B 
B is called the };>'r'in:cipal comt;»on·ent ·1o·ading· tnatr·ix. Thus 
B = (A-~P)- 1 = P- 1 A+~ 
= P'A~ 
., ' 
The elements of B, i. e • the b ij are the correlations be tween '.• Y 
the ith variables and jth components. 
Frequently the intercorrelations between economic and social 
variables means that a sma°ll number of components will account 
for a large proportion of the total variation, and it is desir-
able to have a test for judging the number of components to re-
tain for further analysis. 
In what follows we discuss some methods for deleting princi-
pal components. 
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5.3 The method of Ma·ssy (1965) 
The author proposes two alternative criteria 
(i) Delete the components that are relatively unj_mportant 
as predictors of the original independent variables 
(X*), i.e. the components having the smallest latent 
vectors should be dropped. 
(ii) Delete components that are relatively unimportant as 
predictors of the dependent variable (Y*} in the · 
problem. 
In this case the components having the smallest corre-
lations with Y* should be dropped. 
We wish to note the following: 
(1) The correlation between Y* and the ith principal component 
is 









v' (X* 'X*} v = - v'v 
i i Ai i i 
A • v ! (X* IX*) - l = v ! 
l. J. --· . - - - J. 
l. -1 A? v!(X*'X*) X*'Y* = J. l. 
~" = A. oi. J. -
is the estimate of the coefficient of the ith ..._-·- . _____ ,~ ~ 
principal component. 
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(2) The coefficient of determination is. given by 
(5.3.2) l
p ,... 2 
= . i". ( 0.) 1=· ]. ]. 
5. 4 'rhe method of· Kendall ( i·9 6 8) 
Suppose that we have computed the roots le 1 , le 2 , ••• , le. . p and 
that the first r-roots A1 ,lc 2 , ••• !lr (r < p) seem sufficiently 
large and different to be retained. 
The question is whether the remaining (p-r) roots and 
their associated components are sufficiently alike for one to 
conclude that 
(S.4.1) p = 
the true values are equal. A test based on 
-1(1r+1+lr+2+ .•• +l )p-r 
(Ar+ l' Ar+ 2 , ••• 't.. P) . . . . . . p- r . . P 
can be conducted. 
we test the hypothesis 
and we use the statistic 
n loge p ~ x~(p~r-1) (p+2-r) 
5. 5 The method of Marquardt (1970) 
Marquardt (1970) suggested that 8* of Model A
5 
(see 
(l.2.5)) should be estimated as 
{5.5.1) -1 " P A P' (X* 'X*} 8* r r r 
where 
(1) 
= p 0 
r 
"' A 
= V1C1+V202+ ••• + 
A 
v 0 · r r 
. 1 1 1 
= diag(X-, y:-1•••1-X-) 
i 2 . r 
A 
pal components regression coefficients, (P~)$*. 
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(3) P is the matrix, whose columns are the r out of p 
r 
eigenvectors of the (X*'X*) matrix. 
(4) r = r(X*'X*) (r = rank (X* 'X*)). 
Definition 5.5.1 
The estirnator(S.5.1) is called the generalized inverse 
estimator. 
The rank of (X*'X*) may either be an integer 1 < r < p 
or fractional. 
The fractional rank as well as the modified fractional rank. 
is discussed in Section 5.6. 
Marquardt proposes the following method in the case of 
integer rank. 




trace (A) < w is satisfied 
-1 _7 _s 
where w E (10 ~10 ) , usually w = 10 ." Another method 
of determining the integer rank can be found in Section {5.6). 
Now we examine some properties of the generalized inverse 
estimator. We note that the gene·ra'lized i·nverse matrix 
is given by 
(5.5.3) 




optimum value for r for any problem, but it is desirable to 
examine the generalized inverse solution for a range of admissible 
values for r. 
Theorem 5 • 5·. 1 
"' Let BG.I be the solution to the normal equations 
X*'X*S* = X*'Y* = g obtained by assigning rank r to the 
matrix A= X*'X*, and using the generalized inverse (5.5.3). 
Then sG.I minimizes the 
A A A A 
(5.5.4) R.S.S.(S*) = (Y*-X*S*) '(Y*-X*B*) for all S* within 
the r-dimensional subspace spanned by Pr. 
Proof 
"' The normal equations ABG.I = g may be premultiplied by 
-1 
P' = P and written in the form 
"' (5.5.5) (P'X*'X*P){P' BG.I) = P'g 
Now 
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(5.5.6) W = X*P is the projection of the points of X* 
onto rotated axes defined by the eigenvectors which are the 
columns of P. 





(W'W)op = W'Y* 
op =P'S* G.I 
and op is the projection of sG.r onto the. eigenvectors 
coordinates. 
If, now, only the first r columns are used (r < p) in 
( 5 • 5 • 6) then 
(5.5.8) W = X*P r r 
Consequently 
(5.5.9) W'Y.* r 
yields the least squares solution op minimizing (5.5.4) 
r 
within that subspace. 
From (5.5.8) and (5.5.9) we have 
(5.5.10) 
-1 = A P'X*'Y* r r 
If we express the .~:iolution in the original coordinates we have 
A " 
$* = p 0 G.I r Pr 
or (' 
P rA~1P ~g 8G. I = 
144. 
Thus, the generalized inverse method confines the solution to a 
linear subspace containing the origin, whereas the ridge method 
confines the regression vector to a sphere about the origin. 
Theorem 5.5.2 
·Let . sG.I be defined as in Theorem 5.5.1. 
is a stepwise increasing function of r. 
Proof 
For r ~ p 
(5.5.11) "' II s* 11 2 G.I 
"' "' _ Q*I O* 
1-1G.Ij.JG.I 
-2 = g'P A P'g r r r 
Then 
A 
II s ~, II 2 G.I 




JI S* ll 2 G.I 
" II S* ll 2 G.I 
has been expressed as a sum of squares; 
is a stepwise increasing function of r. 
The ith term in the summation is the increase in the squared 
" 
~ength of eG.I due to including the ith eigenvector dimension. 
It is easy to see that if is small is large so the 
" 
length of eG.I is disproportionately increased by including , 
dimensions for which Ai is small~ 
" While II B* 11 2 G.I is an increasing function of. r the 
" Uea~ 2 is a decreasing function of k. 
..... 
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Theorem 5 .5. 3 
A 
The estimator 13G.I is a linear transform of 13, and the 
transform depends on X* and r. 
Proof 
-1 
=PA P'X*'Y* r r r 
- P A- 1 P' (X*'X*)B* r r r 
= z 13* r 
It follows immediately that 13* G.I 
if Ap-r is a non-null matrix. 
A 
is a biased estimator of 13*, 
If A p-r is the null-matrix 
then 13 * G.I is conditionally unbiased relative to the constraints 
implied by the columns of p p-r' E(S* ) = Z 13* G.I r 
Theorem 5.5.4 
- - -
The variance of sG.I is 
Proof 
2 -1 = a P A P' X*'X* r r r 






The mean square error of BG.I is 
Hint: The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.5.2. 
Theorem 5.5.6 





tr(var(BG*.-r>) = -cr'tr(P A P 1 ) r r r 
2 \'r 1 
- (J /, j=l ~. 
J 
2lr · 1 
(J -- J'=l A.. . . J 
tr (.v. v !) 
J .J 
Since A.. > o for all j, 
J -
this implies that (5.5.12) increases 
monotonically with r. 
We note that in ridge regression the total variance y i (k) , 
is monotonous decreasing function of k. 
'Theorem 5. 5. 7 
The bias term in E(L~) of Lemma 5.5.5, i.e. 
S*' (Zr-I)' (Zr-I)B* is a monotonic decreasing function of r • 
"\ 
· Proof 
(5.5.13} (Bias) 2 = S*'(Z -I} 1 (Z -I)S r r 
= S*'[P P'-I] '[P P'-I]B* r r r r .. 
= a*' [ -P P' J ' [ -P . P' la* p-r p-r p-r p-r 
= a* I (P p I ) a* p-r p-r 
- \'P a~ 
- lj=r+l J 
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where a . = P' S* p-r p-r is the (p-r) element vector of projecting 
f3* onto the subspace spanned by Pp-r· Since a. J 
does not 
depend on r, we have the result that (Bias) 2 is a monotonic 
decreasing function of r. For r = p and r = 0 the (Bias) 2 
becomes zero and f3*'f3* respectively. 
We note that in ridge regression the (Bias} 2 is ·a monotonic 
increasin~ function of k. 
Theorem 5.5.8 
A sufficient condition for the mean square error E(L~) to 
be less than the least squares variance is 
tP .1.. > l (f3* IS*) 
'·J·=r+l A.. 2 J (] 
Proof 
From Theorens5.S.6 and 5.5.7 we have that 
• 
(~.S.14) E (L21
) a2 ,r _!_ + \P a2 •. · = [, J0 =l ' [, . 1 ) I\. . 'J=r+ 
J 






var CB*) = a2\P ...!._ l..j=l A. 
J 
a sufficient condition 
A• 
E(L~) < var (13*) 





- aj) > O 
(J 2 






Since the last relation would be difficult to apply in practice 
a more useful sufficient condition can be obtained by noting 
that tP l3*2 > tP a2 Lj=l j - lj=r+l j for any r < P. 
ponds to Theorem 4.5.6 of ridge regression. 
Theorem 5.5.9 
This theorem ~orres-
The generalized inverse estimator is equivalent t~ a least 
squares estimator according to one of the following circumstances. 
(a) Ap-r is a null matrix. In this case, the columns of p p-r 
are imposed constraints and the estimator is immediately seen 
to be a constrained least squares estimator, and is then said to 
be conditionally unbiased. 
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or 
(b) A is not a null matrix. p-r In this case, the aG.I i.s 
equivalent to a least squares estimator when the actual data 
are supplemented by a fictitious set of data points, i.e. 
b~ a (rxr) matrix Hr= (P -A~ (-1)%), the components. of 
~ p-r p-r 
Y* corresponding to the rows of Hr are set equal to zero. 
Proof 
It is necessary to find Hr such that 
(5. 5 .15) 
for assigned rank r. 
The r(H') = p-r so we can invert both sides of (5.5.15). r 
= -P A P' p-r p-r p-r 
= -(Pp-rA~-r) (Pp-rA~-r)' 
from which it follows that = P A~ (-1)% p-r p-r 
In practice the matrix A may have some zero eigen-p-r 
values, some very small eigenvalues. This will cause the 
generalized inverse estimator to be a conditionally unbiased 
least squares estimator with respect to the columns of p p-r 
that correspond to non..;zero eigenvalues. This theorem is 
analogous to Theorem 4.5.7. 
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Consider the model 
(5.6.1) Y*. = wa+e, e ~ N(O,a2 I) where w· = XP', a= Pa* 
and P' is the matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of 
X*'X*.. We define a p~component vector e1 by 
A A A A 
{S.6.2) ei : (a ll"a21 • • • ,ai,0' • • • ,0) I . 
The Marqu·ardt 1 ·s· ·fraction·a-i- r·ank estimator is. given by 
A A A 
(5.6.3) aF = (1-c)e~ + c er+l 
where c € [O,l] and r(X) € [r,r+l]. 
Now we introduce a new class of estimators of a by 
(5. 6. 4) 
where o1 are to be determined. 
An alternative form to (5.6.4) is 




We note that (S.6.4) is well defined because e1 i. = 1,2, ••• ,p 
are linearly independent vectors. 
Assuming B is known the E(L~) for the estimator a in 




= E (a-a) ' (a-a) 
A A 
= E (B.::l-a) ' (Ba-a) 
= E{ll:1 .Cbi;i-ai) 2 } 
2 
= 0'2 tP bi + tP 2 (b l) 2 l.i=l X- Li=l ai i- . 
i 
The fractional rank estimator aF is obtained from (5.6.4) by 
adjoining the constraints 
{5.6.7) or.+ or+l = 1 
or ~ o, or + 1 > 0 
o. = O for i ~ r,r+l 
l. 
Now we will find an estimate for or+l; so for a given 
rank r we minimize E(L~) in (5.6.6) subject to the constraints 
of (5. 6. 7) • We have that 
(5.6.8) 
because of {5.6.7t 
{5.6.9) 
or 












where, in general, we use the symbol 
(5.6.11) T~ = 
af Ai 
1 0 2 
i = l, ... ,p 
The choice of r is based on the subsequent minimization 
of the criterion with respect to r. This can be 
achieved by evaluation of (5.6.6) using (5.6.7). With or+l 





P 0 2 a2 P 0 2 0 2 . 
= l i=l ~ - r-- - l i=:r:.+2 ~. + r--
' "'i "'r+l · ~- · "'1 · "'r+l 
2 
+ ar+l + tP a2 











Inspection of (5.6.12) reveals that a reduction in ~ank of 
more than one is seem to be possible if T~ < 1 for some 
l. 
i. 
This is not sufficient since the ordering by magnitude of the 
is different from the ordering on the .A .• . l. We note that a 
fractional reduction in rank is always possible since for 
r = p-1 the.first term in brackets defined to be zero but the 
T~ 
l. 
second term is assured positive. In this case the rank is given 
by p-1+0P. 
Before we give the procedure of estimating the integral part 
r and fractional part or+l we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.6.1 
The sequence defined by 
(5 6 13) X - x 2 /Cx 2 +L) • • n+l - n n 
has three points of accumulation depending on L and the initial 
point x 0 if x* denotes the limiting point then the following 
situations are possible. 
1. If L > ~ then x* = 0 
2. if L < ~ and 
(a) Xo> X2 then x* = c.L 
(b) Xo< X2 then x* = 0 
(c) XO = X2 then x* = C2 
where C1 = ~ + (~-L) ~-
C2 = ~ - (~-L} ~ 
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Proof 
If (5.6.13) converges to x* then 
(5.6.14) x* = 
or 
(5.6.15) x*(x* 2 -x*+L) = O 
From (5.6.15) we conclude that possible accumulation points are 
x~ = 0 
* X2 = ~ + (~-L)~ 
x* = ~ - (~-L) ~ 3 -
Case l L > ~ 
The only possibility is x*. = O because.the sequence is 
monotone decreasing and bounded below ,by zero. 
·. 
Case 2 
(i) If x 0 ~ ~ + (~-L)~ then the sequence is monotone de-
creasing and bounded below by ~ + (~-L)~ if 
~ - (~-L)~ < x 0 < ~ + (~-L)~ then the sequence is 
monotone increasing and bounded above by ~ + (~-L)~ •. 
In either case it converges to ~ + (~-L)~. 
(ii) xo < ~ - (~-L)~ then the sequence converges to zero. 
(iii) If x 0 = ~ - (~-L)~ then xn = ~ - (~-L)~ for all n. 
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Estimation· of· . ·r ·and' . or+l 
The initial estimate of r can be made by inspection of 
(5.6.12). Specifically, we set . Ai.= O, i.· = r+2, ••• ,p where 
r is determined by the maximum of 
(5.6.16) where 
with respect to r if (5.6.16) is positive. 
r = p-1 
Using Theorem 5.6.1 with 
and x 0 = (l+L)-
1 we have that 
l cS* ~ - 0 i' f • r+l - T~+l < 4 
' 1 if 2 4 Tr+l ~. 
Otherwise 
For this choice of r, .the fractional rank estimator i~, obtained 
from (5.6.3) with c = cS*. 
It is possible that a re-evaluation of the criterion with 
a = aF may suggest a different value for r. So we evaluate 
A2 A 
(5.6.16) with Ti computed fran aF rather than a. It is 
possible that a further reduction can be obtained by iterating 
on this procedure. An increase in rank is not possible. 
Modified fractional rank 
If the v~ri~+es are labeled such that 
- ;:, . :~: : ·•. ~-~ '. 
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A2 A2 A2 
~ > ~ > ••• > .~ 
•1 ·•2 "p 
The determination of r is simpler. That is, we set to zero 
all ). . for which T~ .-< l. Note that these need not be the 
1 1 -
smallest eigenvalues. 
The determination of o and the iterative determination r+l 
of r proceed as in the ordinary fractional procedure. 
5.7 The method of Greenberg (1975) 
The author interprets the BG.I of (5.5.l) as an estimate 
of S* under the set of constraints. 
{5.7.1) v! S* = o 
J 
j = r+l, ••• ,p where is the eigen-
vector of (X* IX*) corresponding to A .• . J 
The constraints can be tested using the fact that 
is distributed as F 1· p-r,n-p-
Massy's two criteria suggest a tradeoff: Dropping components 
with small latent roots will reduce variance, but including com-
ponents is likely to reduce bias. As we have seen in Chapter 3, 
if we compare restricted and unrestricted estimators based on 
M.S.E., we will have a tradeoff of bias and variance. For the.· 
tests of Table A, page 62, u, as defined above, should be 
referred to the tables, which are mentioned there. 
5.8 Latent root regression analy-sis 
In what follows we assume Model As (see (l.2.5)). 
Let z = (X*,Y*) and let 





... The latent roots --and latent vectors can be found by solving 
(5.8.l) ls-l~II = o and (S-l~I)y. = o, j = 1,2, ••• ,p+l 
J . J J 
respectively. Here we suppose . lt > l~ ~ 
Denote the elements of the jth latent vector by 




contains all the elements of the 




A* = diag (l~ ,l~ , •••. ,~+l). Then r•sr = r•z•zr =A* so 
s = rA*r'. We note that 
(5.8.2) Z~j = (X*;Y*)yj 
But we have 









(5.8.3) . 13 = y~Syj 
so if 
. = y ~z 'Zy. 
. J J 





l. IP 1x~ y . for all 1=1)2, ..... ,n p J r= ir rJ 
(5.8.4) I.~ = 0 . J 
So we have a perfect predictor for 
Yl as given above 
linear dependence exists between 
the columns of X* which implies 
multicollinearity 
From (5.8.2) one can define (providing Yp+lj ~ 0) 
,.. ,.. 
-1 
(5.8.5) Yj = Yij = -yp+lj x11 ••• X* ylf lp 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • ,.. 
Y.'* nj X~1 • • • x~P Ypj 
= ·( -1 ) p+l X -Yp+lj Yj 
.., 
= X*y 
-1 p+l .., where y = -Yp+ljyj for j = 1,2, ••• ,p+l 
In general none of the roots will be zero but sane might be 
quite small. 
If the jth prediction equation is used alone to predict 
values of the dependent variable, one can see easily that the 
.. 
. ·· . 
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\ 
R.S.S. is given by 
(5.8.6) 
= ,n. (Y*+ -1 \P X* ) 2 
L-i=l i 'Yp+lj'·r=l ir'Yrj 
1 = --- y!Sy. 
2 J J 
Yp+lj 





Normally none of the individual prediction equations in 
(5.8.5) will by itself be a good predictor. So we take the 
linear combination of these predictors 
I 
(5.8. 7) \ 
and we impose the following restriction 
,p+l a. 'Y = l 
lj=l j p+lj • 
We have from (5.8.7) 
(5.8.8) Y* = -2p+1 -1 * p+l j=l ajYp+ljYp+ljx yj 
=-X*lp+l . j=l a .yP+l J j 
= X:"y 
where y = lp+l - j=l 
p+l 
ajyj 
The R.S.S. using this predictor is given by 
(5.8.9) " " R.S.S •. = (Y*-Y*).'(Y*-Y*) 
- \J?+ll .a~ A 1! 
lJ= ·J J 
= a'A*a 
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If a is chosen to minimize the R.S.S. in (5.8.9), then 
we shall have the O.L.S. predictor. 'l'hus we wish to minimize 
where -211 "'0 is the Lagrangian multiplier. 





aj = A~ j = 1,2, ••• ,p+l 
J 
But I~!f Yp+lj aj = l so 
,p+l y µoYp+lJ' 
'·j=,1 p+lj x~ - = 1 
J 
or 
(5. 8 .13} 1 µ 0. = -------
\P+ l c 2 . /A*} 
'· j=l Yp+lj j 
From (5.8.8), (5.8.12) and (5.8.13) we have 
" 
{5 8 14) ~* = y = _,p+l N yp+l • • . p. . lj=l ~j j 
So the 
" (5. 8 .15) B.., 
1 
2 -1 
= p+l Yp+lj p+lf tp+lYp+lj) 






t:E?+l Y2+l') LJ=l p J 







is given by 
tP+l(Yp+ljyij) 
lj=l . l~ . 
J 
for all i = 1,2, ••• ,p. 
Now (5.8.9) can be written as .follows 
2 
= (I3!i y~!!j 15)(I3!i Y~+lj11;)-~ 
J 
= (I3!i Y~+lj/>-j)-l 
= 
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Suppose that the latent vectors Yq+l'Yq+2 , ••. ,yp+l corres-
pond to non-predictive near singularities. 
The above least squares estimations can be adjusted by 
setting a.q+l'a.q+2 , ••• ,ap+l to zero.· 
Then minimizing {5.8.10) we have 
{5.8.17) 
..,;. l 
aJ. = y +l 'I..~ ;"··llo p J J .. j = 1,2, ••• ,q 
where .. '· (~q 2 11..·)-1 llo ·=· lj=l Yp+lj j 
The modified least squares coefficients are given by 
p+l 
{5.8.18) StR = -(J.j=l Y~+lj/l..j)-:1lj=lY~+i~Yj 
J 
while the R.S.S. is given by 
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Note that if X*'X* is singular, the same procedure as 
above can be applied and the minimization of (5 •. 8 .10) will yield 
results identical to {5.8.18) and {5.8.19) above. 
This follows from the fact that a singular X*'X* implies 
i:·. 
some of the I..* j and the corresponding Yp+lj of S will be 
zero, which is equivalent to setting the appropriate ,aj in 
(5.8.10) to zero. Thus X* need not be of full rank to obtain 
estimates by thi~ procedure. 
The estimates obtained f,rom equations ( 5 • 8. 14) and { 5. 8. 18) 
are often very different. This is obvious, since some of the 
l..~'s are close to zero, which would inflate B*. . J Another 
reason is that the corresponding to vectors of non-predictive 
near singularities are often very large relative to the remaining 
_, 
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.When this occurs the terms 
. p+l· 
a. . y . 
J J 
f = q,q+l, ••• ,p can 
dominate $*. Removing these dominating terms will yield more 
accurate estimates of the parameter $'! 
Another measure of the effect of the modified procedure is 
the R.S.S. By definition (5.8.19) is always larger than 
A A 
(5.8.16) I i.e. R.S~S. csr:R> > R.S.S. {$*). 
If one is actually removing non-predictive near singulari-
ties from the estimates then (5.8.19) should not differ drasti-, 
cally from (5.8.16). 
Alternatively the estimates of a2 using {5.8.16) and 
(5.8.19) should be reasonably close. 
Geometric picture 
One problem which must not be overlooked when discussing 
near singularities of S = Z'Z is whether these near singular-
ities contain information about the underlying Model A
8
• In 
order to answer this question, consider ("X* X* Y*) ·. il 1 ••• 1 ip' i 
i=l,2, .•• ,n as n points in p+l-dimensions. Euclidean 
space defined by a mutually orthogonal axes x1 1 ••• ,x;, 1 Y*. 
The latent vector of S = Z'Z define a second set of 
mutually orthogonal axes z1 , ••• ,zp,zp+l where 
defined by Yj· 
z. 
J 
is the axis 
' 
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The direction axis zj relative to original axes is given 
by the vector sum 
,p+l -+ 
(5.8.20) Lr=l Yrj er 
+· + -+ where e 1 , ••• ,ep,ep+l are vectors from origin in the directions. 
of axes X*1 , ••. ,X*,Y*. ~ p 
The last element of represent the cosine of the 
angle between Y* and z., while 
J 
the cosine of angles between axes 
Yrj' r = l, ••• ,p represents 
X* and Z . • Assuming the 
r J 
latent vectors are normalized, y. 
J 
is uniquely determined 
apart from a multip~e of -1. 
The latent root corresponding to a particular latent vector 
measures the spread of the n-data points in the direction de-
fined by the latent vector. In other words, >.~ is the sums 
J 
of squares of the projections of the n-data points on the zj 
.. 
axis. A small value of indicates that there is little \ 
variation in the ZJ. direction, i.e. Z . = Y~y lj + \P X* y : iJ i p+ .lr=l ir rj 
is near zero for i = l, ••• ,n. 
If Yp+lj is near zero, the axis is nearly orthogonal 
to the Y* axis. Hence if both are small 
the latent vector reveals a non-predictive near singularity. 
The least squares estimator is a linear combination of all 
p+l latent vectors, including latent vectors corresponding to 
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non-predictive near singularities. The modified least squares 
estimation utilizes only linear combinations not having both 
).. 
J 
and Yp+lj small. 
We give the following figures for the case in which 
p+l = 3. 
In the Figure S.l are the unit vectors from 
While 




are also unit vectors, but from the origin in the 
direction of axes x~, X~, Y*. 
The following relation holds between -+ e ~ 's 
l. 
-+I -+ 
e1 = Y11 Y21 Ysi e1 
-+I -+ 
e2 Y12 Y22 y 3 2 e2 
-+I -+ 
ea y 1 3 Y2s y 3 3 es 
'i~ 
. ~igure 5 .l 
and -+ e. 's ' l. ' 
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C H A P T E R 6 
COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
6 • 1 Introau·ction 
In this chapter we provide a comparison of the estimators 
by comparing the optimal value of the criterion used to deter-
mine the coefficients. It should be noted that these compar-
isons are made on the assumption that the optimal values of the 
coefficients are known as opposed to the more practical situ-
ation when they must be estimated from the data. Finally, we 
give our conclusionsi suggestions and problems for further 
study. 
6 .-2 Comparing the ridge· estimator and the generalised 
ridge estimator 
In order to prove that the generalized ridge estimator is 
better than the ordinary ridge estimator, we must show that 
(6.2.1) 
where 
E(Lf (k)) - Q > 0 
(a) E{~(k)) as in (4.5.6) with y 2 (k) as in (4.5.13) 
(b) n as in (4.11.3) 
a 2 
(c) ki = 
a~ 
1 
From (6.2.1) we have 
(6.2.2) ll=l 
21 k2 2 <J /\. • .+ .. a. 1 . l. l. 1 
J (A.+k.) 2 
. l. l. 
P J cr'A .. +k2 a~ = I . - . i i 
i- (A.+k)2 
. 1 
= \P .. (.<J.2.-kaf.> .2Ai 
[,i-l 
- (),. a~+a 2 ) O .. +k. )2 
l.l. . 1 l. 
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We observe that the last relation of (6.2.2) is positive, 
because ai, Ai > O for all i, k > o, a2 ·> o. 
6.3 Compar·in.g the O.L.S. estimator and the L.R.R.A. 
If· a single multicollinearity exists among the columns of 
X* there is at least one latent root, A~+l' which is small. 
It is easy to verify that 
smallest root of X*'X*. 
A* 1. < A I p+ - p where is the 
As we have seen in Section 5.8, if both IY I and p+lp+l 
l.~+l are near zero the multicollinearity is providing little, 
if ·any, information about relationships among the response and 
regressor variables. In this case the elements of p+l Yp+l are 
very close to the corresponding elements of vp, the latent 
vector 
v'v !::: 







We note that if x~+l' ••• ,xP are such that 
(6.3.1) ll= q+l cix! = o 
then the Ci are the appropriate elements of VP and if 
jyp+lp-HI and >.~l are both near zero, so do the corresponding 
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element of · p+l 
Yp+l 
The major difference beti,.,~ 0.L.S. and.L.rt.R.A. estimator is the term 
containing p+l y +1· p -
So the O.L.S. estimator tends to be domi-
nated by the term while L.R.R.A. estimator is a linear com-
bination of vectors essentially orthogonal to vp. 
Hence we would expect O.L.S. to estimate 13* more accurately 
than L.R.R.A. when the p-q coefficients of 13* corresponding 
to the elements in the multicollinearity (6.3.1) are a constant 
multiple of the same element in vp witn the constant being 
large in magnitude, i.e. 13~ = cv. for the appropr~ate p-q 
J JP 
elements of S* and The L.R.R.A. estimator should perform 
poorly in this case since no linear combinati~n of 
p+l p+2 p+l Yi ,y 2 , ••• ,yp can yield vp or a constant multiple of vp. 
The coefficient of the variables not involved in multi-
collinearity can be estimated well by both procedures, because 
tha subspace of these variables is spanned by the vectors 
p+l p+l o+l 
Y1 ,y,.. , ••• ,y-.. p 
Let D* - (D* (3* D*) r 
µ ( q+ 1 ) - µ q+ 1 I q+ 2 I • • • I µ p be the subvector of f3* 
whose elements correspond to the variables involved in the 
multicollinearity in (6.3.1), similarly define v(q) of 
Then if B(q) = cv(q) and !cl is large, O.L.S. should 
provide better estimates than L.R.R.A. On the other hand if 
or lei is small, L.R.R.A. should perform better 
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than O.L.S. If neither of the above conditions hold L.R.R.A. 
should still outperform O.L.S. because of the dominance of the 
v term in $* • 
. P 
We note that 
(6.3.2) 2\P-l -
1 2 
z a li=l Ai + Cv;B*) 
while 
"' (6 .3 .3) M.S.E. (f3*) = 2lP - 1 a . 1A. ·1= l. 
We can see that (6.3.3) can become very large if the multi-
collinearity is strong. On the other hand, the ill effects 
of multicollinearity are eliminated from the variance term of 
(6.3.2), but the bias term has been added. 
This bias term can be expected to be large if !3(q) = cv(q) 
and lei is large; otherwise this bias term should be small 
"' "' and hence M.S.E. (BLR) < M.S.E. ($*). 
6. 4 Comparing the fractional· rank and the generalized· rid,ge 
estimator \ 
The mean square error of the fractional rank estimator is 
given by (5.6.8) with 
0r+l = 
A.r+la~+l 
2 "\ 2 
a +Ar+lar+l 
The mean square error of the generalized estimator is 
.. 2 
ki = £_ In order to compare the above 
a~ 
given by (4.11.3) with 
l. 
estimators we take the difference between the mean square errors. 











'\ 2 2 
· l\r+lar+l+cr 
_._ \P. . . fa2 
-~ L.i=r+2 \ i 
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2 ) - · l.a~+cr 2 
l. l. l. l. 
We observe from the last relation that 
6. 5 A geometric portrayal of ·some· biased estimators when 
the predictors are two 
Consider the Model As as in (1.2.5) with X*'X* 
172. 
and the model (4.11.1) with . A= diag(A. 1 = l+P,. A. 2 = 1-p) 
and 





(l} The principal component estimates 
A A " A A A 
1 
-~. 
apc(O) = (O,O), apc(l) = (a 1 ,0), ap0 (2) = (a 1 ,a 2 ) are 
indicated. 
(2) The ·fractional rank estimator for 1 < rank < 2 lie 
,.., ,.., 
the line segment [ape (1) ; apc(2)] and for 0 < rank < l -,.., ,.., 






" (3) The· ridge· estimator lies on the curved line joining a (O) pc 
" and a ( 2) . pc In other words the simple ridge estimator will 
lie in the triangle formed by and 
with the corresponding result for high dimensions. 
(4) The· gener·a1'ized estirn·ator may lie anywhere in 
A 
" ape (2) , 
the rectangle 
. Ai 
defined by ape (_i), i=O,L.,2,and A, we note that A.+k. E [?,lJ. 
. J. J. 
If p > 2 it will lie in the rectangular prism defined by 
" apc(i) for i = 0,1, ••• ,p ~nd A. 
(5) The modified fract'iorl'al· ·rank may lie along the outer bound-
A A 
ary of the apc(O), A, a c(2) . p triangle. 
(6) · The shrunken estimator lies on the line segment 
[ apC ( Q) I apC ( 2) ] ~ 
This simple picture provides a good indication of the ability 
.of the estimators to adjust to the particular correlation struc-
ture. .The ridge and fractional rank are more flexible than the 
principal component estimator. But the generalized ridge esti-
mater is more flexible than the ordinary ridge estimator. 
6. 6 Conc1usio·ns 
The question which.arises which we would like to answer is: 
"when correlation, when regression?" 
Since regression answers a broader and more interesting set 
174. 
of questions (and some correlation questions· as well) , it be-
comes the preferred technique; correlation is useful primarily 
as an aid to understanding it, and as an auxiliary tool. 
The theory of regression as we know is concerned with the 
prediction of one or more variables on the basis of information 
provided by other measurements. Prediction is needed in 
several practical situations, i.e. a meteorologist wants to 
forecast weather several hour,s ahead on the basis of suitable 
atmospheric measurements taken at a point of time. 
But before we will be able to apply regression we must be 
sure that we have collected "good data". The assumption of 
"good data" includes the usual linear model assumptions such as 
homogeneity of variance, etc. 
Residual plots may suggesttransforrnations and may also re-
veal outliers. A serious problem which is included under this 
heading is that of multicollinearity among the regressors. 
Here we come to the heart of the problem of multicollinearity. 
The problem which arises now is how to define multicollin-
earty? Some definitions were given in Section 2.1, but other 
authors define multicollinearity as the situation in which the 
regressors, although linearly independent, are not necessarily 
orthogonal. 
We do not have a unified definition becuase too little 
175. 
attention has so far been given to this problem. A consider-
able amount of work is required.in ·order .to cast more light 
on the problem. 
Another problem which faces the analyst is how to over-
. . I. 
come the situation in which autocorrelation, erractic data and 
multicollinearity occur concurrently. 
This problem is being investigated and will be reported 
oh at a later stage. 
We suggest as a measure of multicollinearity the difference 
.. 1 ·. -
\~ ~ - \~ A· where 
li=l A· li=l· i Ai are the latent roots of the X*'X*. 
. l. 
We also suggest a procedure for identification of the 
variables, which are involved in the multicollinearity. 
Step 1 
Calculate R2 R2 R2 and fi'nd 
X*·x*' x* x* x* 1 ••• 1 * * * l 2 i• 21 3 X1.X21•••1X p 
which of the R2 are statistically significant, and hence which 
variables are linearly related. 
Step 2 
I·f none of the R2 are signific;ant, repeat Step 1, but 
now instead of X* l use instead of X* 2 use X* 3 etc. 
176. 
In ridge regression we have a lot of criteria for selecting 
k but no method has shown to be uniformly better than any 
other, and rione to be uniformly.better than least squares. We 
want to point out that although the theoretical comparisons are 
in favour of generalized ridge, it does not mean that it will 
happen in practice. 
Now we ask the question: "when should we apply ridge re-
gression or principal components or any other estimator?" 
To this question there is no answer. We only give a rule 
which indicates when we should not apply ridge regression. 
Rule: If denote a p~vector of correlation coefficients 
rY*,W. 
1 
between the normalized coordinates of X* along the 
ith principal axis and Y*. We do not do ridge regression 
whenever lry* w I > lry* w I ~· ·'·~ lrY*_,w
1 
I· 
I p I p-1 
In what follows we give some steps which could be useful. 
Step· 1 
Find out if any of the usual linear assumptions are vio-
lated. 
Step2 
Find out if there exists multicollinearity using the pro-
posed methods in Section 2.6, moreover trace the source of 
multicollinearity. 
Step· 3 
Based on Step 2 use the proper method for solving the 
problem. 
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Generally, before we choose any biased estimator,· ·firstly 
we must look at the loss or decrease in R2 of the particular 
estimator relative to the least squares estimator. · Secondly 
using a subset of the original observations evaluate which 
biased estimator predicts the Y well. 
Finally we note that several programs have been developed 
. for the different methods, but are not included since the whole 
series of programs will be included in a regression package. 
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